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I. Introduction 

This report consists of three sections.   The first is a further 

development of ideas pertaining to the interpretation of Petri nets - more 

exactly, of the special class of Petri nets which we have been laboring to 

define.   Although the first section can be read independently of previous 

writings, it is best understood in the context o' our lact report. 

The second section is our first attempt to specify the mathematical 

foundation for our theory.   The purpose of this section is purely to set forth 

the important structural ideas, not to show how these ideas relate to the 

semantic content they are designed to rupport.   It is our hope and expectation 

that we have created the platform that will permit the rapid development of 

computational techniques for the solution of significant system problems 

Incorporating and extending the earlier work on marked graphs to nets exhibiting 

the phenomenon of concurrency as well as the phenomenon of conflict. 

The third section reports on a new theorem due to Fred Commoner, 

about marked graphs, which has an important bearing on the development of 

Communication Mechanics. 



2. 

II. Presence Structures 

The structure of a system specifies relations between possibilities - 

possibilities of the happening of events or the holding of states.   In our 

formalism we will not begin with states and events as the source of atomic 

possibilities but rather, new elements to be called presences.   As Is naturally 

true with states and events, the semantic content of any presence may be 

expressed by a sentence - a sentence which someone who reports on the 

fulfillment of that possibility asserts. 

Also, as with the two-way classification of possibilities Into events 

and states, presences are classified into two types. 

El. 

.1 actions 

.2 sensings 

Every action and every sensing is an action or sensing by a particular 

part.   A behavioral sequence of a part is represented as a sequence of presences 

In which actions and sensings alternate. 

E2. 

action             sensing             action              sensing action 
... *     ^     #       ^      #        ^     #       ^        9         ^       # 

...   p does r.        p senses s p does r.       p senses s.        p does r- ... 

The arrows which connect the presences In such a sequence are part of the 

•becomes' rclatior - a relation already discussed In the last section and the 

subject of much that will follow below. 

'■w.'.'.n'-.a'y.f^-i^.n'-.ii.'f ■>'.-'.n'.-^ .■■>-:\>.--- jjäüj, i 
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The content of E2 may best be understood by imagining the use of it by 

"  . a man who tracks the behavior of p  as described in E2: 

E3.        He registers p's advance, successively moving his finger from vertex 

to ne;.t vertex in the sequence E2.   This establishes a 1-1 correspondence 

between 'becomes' arrows and tracking actions. 

Exactly equivalent to E3 would be the following: 

E4.       He successively asserts the sentences associated with the vertices 

In E2 by uttering them. 

Now it is vital to notice that in E3 each tracking action affects two vertices: 

the one from which the finger is removed and the one on which the finger is 

deposited.   In terms of E4, the equivalent fact is this:   every act of sentence 

assertion is also the una^sertion of a particular other sentence - namely, the 

last one uttered in the tracking sequence.   Unasserting is not the same thing 

as denying.   Thus, in E2, to assert   'p senses s? '   is not to deny   'p does r ' . 

In other words, if one were to list those sentencos in E2 which represent 

what, now, is not the case,   'p does r '   would noi be among them.        We will 

now give an example of tracking with two sentence types in which the 

significance of asserting and unasserting can be concretely seen.' 

In a subsequent section of this chapter, we will describe denial (and undenial) 

as part of the tracking activity, Just as we are now discussing assertion and 

unassertlon. 
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E5. 

1    1 3        3 4       4       5 

Now Imagine a hiker who progresses from left to right and someone who tracks 

his advance with sentences of the forms 'he is on hill i' and 'he is in valley i'. 

The tracker having asserted 'he is in valley i'# one cannot deduce that, now, 

the hiker is not on hill 1.   And also:   the tracker having asserted 'he is in valley V 

but not yet unasserted it, one cannot deduce that, now, the hiker is not on hill 

1+ 1; about all other hills and valleys in the sequence, one can deduce that, now, 

he Is not on them or in them.   Based on E5, we can use hills to symbolize presences 

of type action and valleys to symbolize presences of type sensing and represent 
a pair in sequence by the pictures: 

• 1 «        ^. 

a s 

s a 

Here Is a general statement of the meaning of the 'becomes' relation in terms of 

Its effect on the behavior of a tiacker: 

E6.       For two presences        a and  ß ,    a -♦ ß then any act that asserts   8   is 

an act that unasserts   a , and conversely. 

We are now prepared to give formal expression to the following semantic 

principle: 

^^ISI^^^:^^ 
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Every action is part of a transaction - more specifically, we will 

assume# a transaction between two parts.   Here is our first general picture 

of a transaction, or event. 

E7. 

p senses y 

English sentences describing actions do so with the help of a number of 

syntactic positions of which the most important are: 

subject 

verb 
direct object 

Indirect object 

who does it 
what he (or it) does 

to what (or whom) 

with reference to whom 

The way in which sentences describing actions map onto E7, broadly, in the 

following ways: 

E8. 

.1 With transitive verbs taking an indirect object 

subject 

verb and direct object in noininalized form 

Indirect object 

- 

'. - . -^ -■. - ^-^  ..,-•.  -r 

.       - .       . . ... '»•"■     '■       *       • 
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.2 With transitive verbs not taking an Indirect object 

6. 

subject 

verb In nomlnallzed form 

direct object 

The role of y will shortly be explained. 

Examples: 

E9. 

.1 

.2 

.3 

Sentence 

John hits the key 

John kicks the ball 
to Bill 

The train approaches 
the station 

John 

John 

The train 

a hit 

a ball kick 

an approach 

the key 

Bill 

the station 

a hit reception 

a ball kick 
reception 

an approach 
reception 

Thus, in accordance with E7, E9.1 yields: 

E10.      John gives a hit  ». John senses a hit reception 

The key gives a hit reception ^ The key senses a hit 

In the sentences in E10, the bold faced words are part of the sentence form while 

the noun phrases in simple type are particular values for the variables of the form, 

Other forms, yet to be shown, for sentences associated with presences will obey 

the same convention. 

m^d* 
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In this pattern, there is a step of propagation for each of the four identity 

elements - John, the key, a hit, and a hit reccr-tion; each is a step from an 

action to a sensing:   John and the key are treated as parts while the hit and 

Its reception are treated as values, exchanged by the parts in this transaction. 

The four sentences in E10 represent presences and the four arrows all are part 

of the 'becomes' relation.   Corresponding to each 'becomes' arrow there is a 

noun phrase which is repeated at its two ends - a noun phrase representing the 

'something' which is propagated from one presence to another. 

Ell. 

.1 

and, in the style of E7: 

With reference to E10: 

/ lohn *; V 

• hit « Mt reception 

V. J** 
the key 

V 

.2 



How do wo translate El 1.1 Into behavior of the tracker?   By E6, the q arrow means 

that the unassertlon of 3 and the assertion of 2 must be part of a single act; the x 

• arrow means that the unassertlon of 1 and the assertion of 2 must be part of a 

single act.   Reading the p and y arrows analogously, we discover that figure 

El 1.1 represents a single action on the part of the tracker in which 1 and 3 are 

.   unassorted and 2 and 4 asserted.   To execute this action in the manner of E3 

requires of him to utter the sentence 's   and s  '    where s   is the sentence 

• associated with the vertex 2 and s   the sentence associated with the vertex 4, 

having previously asserted s    (associated with vertex 1) and s    (associated with 

vertex 3^ and not yet unasse.-ted them.   The force of the assertion 's   and s  ' 1«? 
2 4 

.   to be understood as asserting s. and s  , thus unassorting both s. and s, .   AKo 
, *, 4 1 ,3 

It is to be understood that s. and s. may subsequently be unassorted in separate 

tracking steps. 

If the tracker carries on by sentence uttering then the sentences which a 

new assertion unasserts may have been the subject of assertion some unknown 

number of steps earlier in the sequence of tracking actions.   The question thus 

arises:   if the tracker performs his actions by sentence uttering, how is the 

connection formed between the sentence now asserted and the sentences which it 

unasserts?   We can give the answer with reference to Ell.   In uttering   s    , he 

mentions x and g.   This unasserts the last sentence he uttered in which   x   was 

mentioned and the last sentence he uttered in which q was mentioned.   In this 

sense, both s2 and s4 will point backwards to the two relevant sentences which 

they unassert.   This is exactly how verbal tracking reports always function.   If 

we were last told:   'the airplane is about to take off   and later told 'the airplane 

Is taking off with no mention Df the airplane in between, we know that the latter 

sentence unasserts the former because of the repeated mention of the airplane. 

In all of the examples E9, and also generally in our formalism, there is 

a special semantic relationship between the values x and y which are exchanged 

In an event - signaled by the word 'reception':   If x is called v, then y is called 

a v-reception. 

This special relationship expresses itself both In the action pair and 

in the sensing pair participating in an event. 
■■•■■■•■.. . f ■ i 
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E12. 
.1 The part that gives v Is active while the part that gives a 

v-roccption Is pnr,stvc.   It presents itself for the administration 

of a v-shock while its partner delivers it.   We will henceforth 

call the delivery a positive action and the presentation a negative 

action - or, an inaction. 

.2 What the two parts sense, is the same fact seen from two different 

points of view - namely, that a v-shock has passed from the one to 

the other. 

In the case of 'John hits the key': 

E13. 
.1 The key presents itself in its up-positlon so that it may be depressed 

by the strike which John delivers . 

.2 John senses the Increase in pressure against the key-bed even as 

the key senses the increase in pressure against John's finger. 

The following, then, are formal properties of presence structures. 

E14. 

.1 Every action becomes exactly two sensings - 

(value and part propagation) 

.2 Every sensing has exactly two actions as 'becomes' predecessors 

(value and part propagation, backwards) 

.3 If action  a.   becomes sensing   s     and   s2 , then there exists 

another action, a-   of-a different part which also becomes   s1   and 

s2   (as in EU.l). 

This ends, for now, the discussion of events. J 

We will assume that the total behavioral possibilities of a part can be 

represented in terms of a set of possible cyclic schedules of action with connections I 
i 

between them.   Here is a picture of such a schedule: : 

7&te*^*^***it^ 
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E15. 
sensing 

+ action 

sensing 

+ action 

senslna 

The connections between schedules are established thus:   each sensing which 
signals the completion of an action on a schedule can be followed by an inaction 

which brings the part to a different schedule - In other words, that after each trans- 

action, the part can be deflected from its present schedule to another: 

E16. 

Schedule 1 Schedule 2 

sensing 

+ action 

sensing 
1 
I 
i 
I 
t 

• sensing 

(Note:   the Inaction could not 
income a sensing on schedule 2 
because that sensing would then 
have two actions belonging to a 
single part as 'becomes' predeces- 
sors, contrary to El4.3) 

'__ '         •   ■ —   .  ■  ■•■   —rrj 
L«'. -i, »i 'U ■ ii •r■ (■ u"i■ J11 • i" i   .   i   i«i«i ■ i ' j   .   .   .   .   .   . J   .   .   .   .■—;—r-." -' •   ■ -j- J-J j, ^   • ■■■.■■■.■   ■ . ■   ■.'.■.'   i   ■. i. 
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In E16 w*1 see a sensing which points to two presences of type action (the fork 

at b) and an action vhich is pointed at by two senslngs (the Join at c).   Just as 

the sensing at   b   allows a branch off of schedule 1 so, of course, does the 

sensing on schedule 2, Just prior to   c   permit a brancn away from that scheuule. 

E17. 

Schedule 2 

sensing 

Inaction 

-► • 
sensing I 

inaction 

j-e- 
■** *   + action 

•    sensing 
i 
i 

We now assume that either sensing prior to the action at c   can lead to the 

encircled inaction in E17: 

Schedule 2 
E18. 

.1 

inaction 

■*- • 

sensing 

•  sensing 
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12. 

or, redrawn in a goomctrlcsUy more suggestive manner: 

.2 

sensing 

Inaction sensing 

+ action 

 •- /\ 

inaction 

-• ► 

+ action 

Thus the total behavioral possibilities for a part are covered by: 

E19. 

.1 A set of cyclic schedules to be called active modes (of the partf 

sensina   + action       sensing   + action       sensing 

-►   • -v   • -^     • 

and        .2 Cycles of schedule switching which we will call passive modes 

sens 

■>-   • 

ing       inaction       sensing       inaction       sensing 

-►   • ■>- • >►   • -i^    • 
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j 

with       .i The active and passive modes of a part connected to one 

another, as In El8.1. 

We will now show an example:   the behavior of a key pusher with 

enough freedom of action to transmit Information, e.g., Morse Code. 

E20 

push 

< delay 2 release 

actions e 

Inactions o 

se: sings      • 

"• -"-j.'- .v^ ^^ f. A^^.W^^V. ,: HWSS.S:*:*. .-.. v_ ^. v^-^.vc.-.v-vv:. :^\: .s.:.^ ^^Iv-v.-^;^ 
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j E21.     The key pusher  p  has a two-Jtep action cycle:   push, release. 

Delay can cause him to shift phase - to enable a release at a time 

(counted in steps) when anothar push would have been enabled and 

vice versa.   Thus, p's action possibilities may be represented in 

two circuits of push/release which are in opposite phase: 

j phase 1 phase 2 

active mode 1 push release 

active mode 2 release        push 

Every delay resulting in a phase shift can be followed by another 

delay resulting in a shift back.   Thus, there comes into being two 

delay circuits which may also be aligned with respect to phase 1 

and phase 2: 

2 phase 1        phase 2 

passive circuit 1 delay 2 delay 1 

passive circuit 2 delay 1 delay 2 

As long as the   p   continues in passive circuit I, he keeps the key 

depressed; so long as   p  continues in passive circuit 2, he keeps the 

icey undepressed. 

We will now examine E20 from the structural point of view.   One can 

think of the graph E20 as covered by the following two substructures: 

► -   ■- ,-v-v,>v-v-v-. ■ ."■ .■• .'"-■■'.■-'.'"•" •'.■■""-' ■•"'-' ■-' ■-' ■•' ■-" "■" ,,•" ■■'>.■-' ■•" ■-"."" ■•' ■■'•.■ •' ■-' ■-.'•' "•" '■•"M •" - '■ s W'/ v v >" •»■ v vvv v\/>rt,yj 
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i . is. 

E22. action sensing 
,1 . *,, 8 copies in E20 

.2 
sensing      action 

X  ». . 

4 copies in E20 

sensing       action 

(These substructures cover the arcs of E20 singly and the vertices 

doubly.) 

The eight copies of E22.1 are "half events" - i.e., consist of two 

out of the four presences necessary for the construction of Ell. 1.   They are 

"half" because E20 shows only the propagation pattern of the key pusher and 

not those of the partners with whom the key pusher transacts.   (At least one 

of those partners is the key; who the rest might be, we will have later occasion 

to consider.) 

E23.      Now, note that just as Ell.l consists of two actions which become two 

senslngs, so E22.2 consists of two sensings which become two actions. 

The one pattern can be obtained from the other by reversing all arrows or, 

cquivalently, interchanging action and sensing labels.   Also, in E22.2, 

Just as in Ell.l, one of the two actions is positive and the other negative. 

There will be further structural comparisons to make in the sequel. 

The construction E22 .2 is what we will call a state (of a part).   In contrast 

to Ell.l, which has two presences belonging to one part and two to a different part, 

all four presences of the state belong to one part only.   Given the formal properties 

of presence structures as expressed in E14 and E19, we can now see that: 

v:v^£:>v:r^ 
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E24.      In tracking the behavior of a part. Fuccesslve steps pass alternately: 

.1 through an event   -   where the part transacts with another part 

,2 through a st^.te      -   where the part may switch from one mode 

to another (as Illustrated in E18.2) 

We will now discuss presence structures in terms of their modes. 

Every presence Is a presence of some part and, hence, of some mode. 

Thus the presences of a presence structure  S  are partitioned by the modes. 

We will call two modes    ^t.     and    ^2    state connected If there exists a state 

In which they meet (as in E18.2).   For this relation we write  ^i.  o fi.  <     As 

is clear from Its definition, this relation is symmetric.   As we have already 

said, if    Mi 0 M«   then    ji.   and  /i-    are modes of the same part. 

We call two modes event connected if there exists an event In which 

they meet (as in Ell.l).   For this relation we write    fi. Q fi, .   It too Is 

symmetric.   If p. a Mo    then    /i.   and  jx.   must belong to different parts. 

If it.    and    /i-   are either event connected or state connected, then one of 

them must be active and the other passive (E12.1 and E18.2). 

The following is ö formal property which all presence structures will 

exhibit: 
■ 

E25.      .1 Modes    ^i   and    p*    belong to the same part If and o.ily 

if there exists a sequence of modes    <^.  , /i« ,  ... ß ) 

(possibly empty) such that 

tio nlo n2o v^o Mno M' 
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The same fact can also be expressed thus: 

.2 Modes    /i   and    /i'    belong to the same part if and only 

If   n o* ß'   ,   where   o*   is the transitive closure of the 

relation  o . 

Finally, we can translate E25 into a criterion for when two presences 

belong to the same part: 

E26.      Two presences   a    , a     ,   belong to the same part, if and only if u       n . 
there exists a propagation path 

a0 "*  al  "*   a2   "*   a3 ** an suchthat 

If, for     0 < i < n ,   the mode of   o:.    and    a differ, then 

«j    Is a sensing and    a is an action - in other words, that 

along the path all changes of modes (if any) occur in passing 

through a state. 

In regard to states, there are two matters still requiring discussion: 

The relationships between the sentences associated with the four 

presences of the state; the interpretation of the state in terms of 

tracking steps.   We now turn our attention to the first of these two. 

1 
In CIO, propagation paths are defined as any sequence of presences where 

one ts connected to the next by the relation becomes. 

■j.   ..  ., v     .-. J"i>.».l, 

■ 

■r^^-r^^^^v-'/i,-;^-:^-;^.^v^-;^''»-v.-;^-;^->^ ^V^J'^w^.-:,r\<.cl-r^-r.v.■:.'<.\.\-.i-.••.v.^.^^'."-'.v.-i^v.A..-.V-.«..-.v.v-V-v----»v».^ 
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From our caillcr discussion (E8 - E10) It appeared that the sentence 

forms associated with presences contain two variables - one for the 

designation of a part and another for the.designation.of a value.   We are now 

in a position to explain that the variable   designating a part does so by 

designating a part-ln-some-mode   -   in other words, by designating a mode. 

Thus, by looking at the sentences associated with two arbitrarily 

chosen presences, one cannot tell whether they belong to the same part or not, 

But, by E26, we see that the question is structurally determined. 

We view the modes of a part as fundamental components of its 

behavioral possibilities.   One can characterize every behavioral sequence of 

a part by stepping from sensing to sensing and stating for each step whether 

It switched mode or not. 

We will, hereafter, use the lower case letters p, q, etc. to designate 

modes and the upper case letters P, Q, etc. to designate paits. We can now 

go one step further than E23 in comparing events and states: 

E27. 

.1 •2      m**—. u 
q' 

• senslngs 

• actions 

O      inactions 

Event 

p  and  q   modes 
of different parts; 

State 

p*   and   q'   modes 
of the same part; 

p  active;   q  passive p'   active;   q'   passive 

^/v^;- ;.>;■■•;.'«; •■.A'.// v. ; 
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It remain, to examine how the values referred to In the four sentences 

associated with the presences of a state relate to ene another.   The following 

two principles determine this issue. 

E28. 
.1 If, after sensing a v-shock, a part acts positively, we 

will interpret its action as the transmission of the shock 

It received. 

.2 .• If, after sensing a v-reception, a part acts negatively, we 

will interpret the reception it gives as the transmission of 

the reception it received. 

we 

An example below will help to clarify the meaning of E28.   But, before 

give the example, we can apply E28 to the completion of E27.2: 

E29. 
p (active) 

o« • 

w-reception 

-^O 
q (passive) 

E30.     An example 

Suppose that it is the duty of a part played by John to open the door 

when he hears a door knock.   We model this duty as follows; 

■>' J J J if » ".«■■. j 

■-—•■■ -'■ -'»■•-^'« ^*- -'» -*■ .'-./w ^S» ^*^ i.'- ..» ■■-■ -> 

•V*^V" . - • - • -■.'-".""""•-r'rr7«-.»-,»-.» ,■"»- •^, <""■-' «J 
- -------- -^ -■-'■-•-.-----■ -^ -^ - - -^ ^^ ^ -. v -A. . -^. ."Ü 
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{ 

John-ln-actlve-mode p 

.1 
John senses a dqoi knock 

-—• ^ ►     John-in-passive-mode q 

<*  John opens the ioor 

The expression 'John senses a door knock" refers the meaning of this sensing to 

the Just prior action which delivered a knock (not an action on John's part);   we 

can also express the meaning of the sensing with reference to the r.ext following 

action (the door opening) thus: 

.2 John   senses the impulse to open the door 

With this form we see the expression 'open the door' repeated in the two 

sentences at the head and the tail of the 'becomes' arrow 1 in the figure .1. 

Now lert: us supoose '•hat the action on the John's p mode just prior to 

the action of door opening is the action of taking position so that he can open 

the door.   If, after this action he does not open the door, we will assume that 

it is the result of an inhibition he receives.   In pictures: 
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.3 

«—o ►♦: 
Receiving the 
door knock 

Taking position to open the door 

"X^Z    Receiving the inhibition 

I +~Q ^ q 

\ \   Door opening 

Note:   Between the action of 
taking position and the next 
action of door opening there 
must, of course, be a sensing. 

As In .2, on the preceding page, we can express the meaning of sensing 1 

In .3 with reference to the next following inact'.on, thus: 

.4 John sense» receptivity to the inhibitlor 

With this form we see the expression 'the inhibition' repeated at the 

head and tail of the 'becomes' arrow 2 in .3. 

In regard to the intended Interpretation, there are two behavioral 

sequences for John which .3 allows, but which would represent failures of 

system function. 

• 

.5 He may open the door without warrant (i.e., without a knock) due 

to a failure of inhibition after taking position. 

6. He may fail to open the door although warranted (having received 

a knock) by virtue of an inhibition. 
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III. Zebra s 

Al. 

.1 <Q,ß1,ß2/a>    -    a zebra 

.2 Q   -  the set of presences   (finite, non-empty) 

.3 ß, , ßo » «   ~    three bijections 

A2.        Notations: 

.1 If   r    Is a relation, we wi!l designate the transitive 

closure of    r    by    r* 

.2 If    s    is a set, we will designate the number of 

elements in    s    by    (s |    . 

A3.        Because  0   is finite,     ß * , ß *   and a*    are all equivalence 

relations on the set    Q   . 
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A4.        Definitions 

.1 M   ^  Q/^* 

.2 V  ^  Q/ß2* 

.3 ^%* 

.4 C=MUVUS 

the set of modes 

the set of values 

the set of slots 

the set of characters 

A5.        Definition 

ß^ß1Uß2 
the becomes relation 

A6.       Axiom 

l ^/(ß)*l = 1 (Q is strongly connected by becomes) 

A7.       Axiom 

Vc1 , c2   e C :    c^ ^  c2 =»    \cl n c2 | <   1 

We can also express this as follows:   For any two of the three 

bijectioi.s    Yj » Y2 »   Yj ^ Y2 

|Q/(Y1*nY2*) I = |Q I 

Thus, every presence may be characterized by any pair of its 

three characters. 

5SS^Si^^^^^^^^ 
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A8.        Axiom 

•1 ^2-V, 

from which follows: 

i 

.2      »ah-ß^j 

A9.        Axiom 

a n a = j^ 

A10.     Axiom ' 

^lß2 Uß1^2   = a u« 

We can now prove: 

AH.      VxcQ:        xC^aßjlx     or      xC^Sß^x      but not both 

This statement Is equivalent to: 

VxeQ: Xtßj^fltßj^lx     or      xi^H^U     but not both 

which Is equivalent to: 

VxeQ:        xtß^ajx     or      xtß^Slx      out not 

which Is an Immediate consequence of A9 and A10. 

both 
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A12,      Axiom 

VxeQ: xCßjß^aJx    <j=t>   x[K2aß1]x 

We will now look at some of the consequences of the structure 

specified so far.   To do this, we represent zebras as directed graphs with 

labeled edges.   The vertices correspond to presences.   At each vertex, exactly 

three arcs enter and three arcs exit - corresponding to the three bijections. 

In labeling the arcs, ve write   '1'   for arcs corresponding to  ß    ,   '2'   for 

ß2 ,   and 'a*   for a . 

In the graph of a presence net the equivalence classes of  ß* , ß  * 

and    a*    are represented as three families of circuits:   circuits in which every 

arc is labeled 1, circuits in which every arc is labeled 2 and circuits in which 

every arc is labeled a  .    Because    ß.  , ß-    and a   are bijections, no two 

circuits of the same family intersect at all, and a circuit from one family 

intersects a circuit of another family at, at most one vertex - because of A7. 

It follows. In particular, that: 

A13.      The graph cannot contain any cycles of length two where the two arcs 

are differently labeled. 
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A14.       V x, yeQ:       xßjy      or      x32y      or      xay x^ y 

Suppose    xß.x   and   ~x ß2 x : • • T *   ' x—I 

then must have either or 

By A10 we 

cu^. 
O! 

both of which violate  A7.    On the other hand, spppose x ß2 x : 

Then, by A10, we get 0O2 In violation of A9 

A15.     Vx#yeQ:   x ß^ y     or     x ß. y     or     xa    y x^y 

Proof:   That    x a 2 y   =1>   x ^ y      follows at once from A9. 

Next we will show that x ^""y V cannot exlst" 
1 

would also exist a pair of vertices   z  and  w   such that 

If it did, there 

. w 

2 

t 
z 
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By A10 there must exist an   a-arc   connecting  w  to  y and an a-arc 

connecting   z   to  y .   One of these arcs must end at  y  and the other must 

begin at   y , since    a   Is a bljectlon, e.g., thus: 

. w 

In any case, w  and   z  are now two presences which share two characters 

(a value and a slot) and thus, by A7, must be the same presence.   Thus we get 

a 

z = w 

which violates A9.   Since the only axioms that were used are symmetric in 

P.    and    ß2 ,   we have also proved the impossibility of 2 
x r    ^\ y 

Q.E.D. 

l •   sT^i. 1." s," ^'-s.* x" •/ «v' t* - ■>■.■ o ■«." ^•, v* Oo ■oVn o o l^^'^^.^^VA>l^A^^-Blv^L^Av^/.\vV^A^^^^.^^/^^•-VCVl^>^.V,v^-.V■J•l-.u•/^.^%^^/.^-■.•l-^•^ 
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A15 and A13 together yield: 

Al6.      In a zebra there are no cycles of length 2. 

A17.      By A10# and the fact that every   a*    equivalence class is represented 

as an    a-circuit in the graph, we see that 

•    .1 Vx.yeQ:        xß^     ■•      (2n)(xß2a   y) 

• >■ 

.2 xß2 y     =*      (an) (x ß1a
ny) 

This result, Al5, A6 and A7 allow us to assemble the following facts 

about the three bijections of a presence net. 

.3 For each of the three bijections   y :  y H Y  = J0 

For any two the three bijections    y , y' ,   Y ^ Y'   : 

s 

A       I^CYUY')* 1 = i 

.5        \QAy*nr*) I - |0| 

A18.     What we have shown so far is sufficient to demonstrate that, given 

any presence in a presence net, there must exist at least 6 other 

presences all distinct from one another, and distinct from   x   such that: 
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e 

.1 
a 2/\b .  D 

(If  e = f then we would 

get «, 

In violation of A9.) 

We also know that the pairs 

belong to a U a 

We will now show all the possible arrangements of arcs 

labeled  a in graph A18.1 consistGr: with the axioms: 

a a 

a a 

.3 

&l--v^ 
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A19.     We call a set of 4 vertices    {x, y, z,w}    a junction If they can 

be ordered    <x, y, z, w>   so that: 

.1 x   . 

z .  w 

For any two Junctions     U > ^ '   ^1 ^2 : 

.2      i^n j21< i 

.3 If    { x, y, z, w 1 = j    is a Junction, then there is one 

and only one ordered quadruple of these four vertices 

which satisfies .1   . 

A20,     A18.3 gives us a natural way to classify the vertices of a Junction  J , 

namely, by the number of arrows entering the vertex: 

^J(3) 

i »,^ »_^ »_•.»•. »„l «ji«_ 1 ^i •_\ **. »Ji ^r. ^^, 

,    .       --.'I |ii    n   1111.1 

x-V.V".- i 
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A21.      Relative to a zebra   Z , we define 

.1 J ^   {J :   J   is a junction of Z) 

Every presence of a zebra belongs to exactly two Junctions.   From 

A18.2 and .3 we note that the presences   Q   are partitioned into two 

classes, as follows: 

v+   A 2 Q     =    {x: (ajj, J2) (x = J1(3)   =  J2(0)) ) 

.-   A 3 Q    ^    {xi (aj1# J2) (x = J1(2)   =  J2(l) ) }   ; 

We will call  C     the set of positive presences and   Q"  the set 

of negative presences of the zebra. 

A22.     Al8.2 and Al8.3 allow us to determine how  ß    »ß      and    a    map 

the blocks    Q      and    Q~ . \ 

.2 ß. O* O' 
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.3 

Since we know that  Q   Is strongly connected by any two of the 

three bljectlons (Al7.4), we can assert that: 

.4   .    VttjUoT    =-{Q+, Q'} 

A22.2 means additionally that: 

.5 ^[(ßjU  a)2U ß2]*    =    [Q*, Q"} 

A23.     A22.2 Is the reason why zebras are called zebras.   The   ß2-clrcults 

are the "stripes" of the zebra.   Since the presences of a stripe constitute 

a value, we see that the values of a zebra are divided into two types: 

positive values, consisting of positive presences only, and negative 

values, consisting of negative presences only.   Denoting the set of 

+ '   - 4-        - 
positive values by  V    and negative values by  V   , we have    V = V U V    . 

.1 VJeJ:       av.eV       arid      v2 e v"   :    J c v. U v2 

Thus we can say:      in every junction a positive and a negative value 

meet. 

^-■::--:vv ^:^^^■:^^^^■••■-:--^\^^^.^:0^-,^.^^^^/:v:•.-:^.^^/^^v■:■.^:■^^J■J:^^-^-:-\^^; :--.-:-.-:v-:-.v::-.-'-:-'^"-:-v-":--^-r^-:>>r
Jjd 
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A24.      Definition 

A double zebra   2Z   is an ordered quintuple     <Q, P1,p2'ai'a2^ 

suchthatboth    Zj-<0. Pr er ttj)   and    Z2 = < Q, ß2, ßj , a2>   are zebras. 

A25.      In regard to the character sets   M1/ Vj   and   ^ j    of    ^j    and 

M0, V«, !„    of  Z-   ,   one sees at once that: 
z     z      / z 

S1=E2 

and for the Junctions    J      of    Z    and   J2   of  Z2 : 

Il = I2 

A26.      Definitions 

.1 We define the modes, values, slots , and junctions of a 

double zebra   Z  to coincide with those of  Z.  .   We will 

also name the presences of a junction in  Z  j (0), j (1), j (2) 

and    J (3)   as in  Zj   . 
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.2 We define the positive presences of  Z  to coincide with 

Qj , the positive presences of  Z    , and likewise for 

negative presences. 

.3 We define the active presences of  Z   to be   Q^ , the 
m 

positive presences of  Z    , and the passive presences of 

Z  to be  Q    , the negative presences of  Z.  - • z • 2 

.4 We designate the set of positive values by  V+ 

the set of negative values by  V~ 

the set of active modes by       M 

the set of passive modes by    M~ 

A27.      Definition 

Given a double zebra   Z  we define: 

Q3    -    ( Ql n Q2 )    U    ( 01 n Q2 ) 

Q3   "   ^^Q^   U   ^^Q^ 

We will call the presences of  Q     actions and the presences of 

Q3    senslngs 

ifc^^v.^:^^^^ 
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A28.     Given a double zebro, and letting    a   stand for either    a 1    or for 

a« , we already know from A22 that: 

.1 *20
+i h' O^i 

.2 

We now can easily verify that 

.3 aCQ3 h2j>Da 
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A29.      Definition 

Just as A28.1 and .2 give us grounds for partitioning 

modes and values into two kinds, so A28.3 gives us grounds for 

subdividing slots into two k.nds: 

.1 L+  ^    (o e  E:  o c Q*] 

.2 E"=    CaeEracQ"} 

We will call the elements of    E     phases, and the elements of iT 

locations.   Applying A27, we see that phases are sets of actions, 

while locations are sets of sensings. 

Thus, we see that every double zebra is actually a triple 

zebra:   striped by its vrlues, modes, and slots. 

A30.     We call   M, V,   and  E  the three character types of a double zebra 

For each of these three, there is a positive and negative subtype. 

We can now strengthen A23.1, relative to double zebras. 

.1 I-'or .T.ny two distinct character types,   C.   and   C9 : 

Y(j e J) :   3   (a e C^)  and   (b e C~)   and   (c e C^)   and   (d e C^) : 

J = (a U b) n (c U d) 
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A31. 

Qt n Q- , Oj n Q* . Q- n Q^ 

The presences of a double zebra fall Into four classes   -  0. 0  0- , 

These four classes arise from 

the relations of bijections to one another.   Since every vertex Is the 

Intersection of two Junctions, we would expect, for a double zebra, 

to find four diagrams like the two diagrams Al8.2 and .3   . 

Here they are: 

.1 .2 .3 .4 

The unlabeled scMd arcs are    a.-arcs; the dotted, unlabeled arcs are    cu-arcs 

The pair of signs associated with each diagram tell the classification of the 

vertex shared by the two junctions - e.g., '-+' means the vertex belongs to 

Qj    and    Q2   . 

A3 2.      Definitions 

As already Implied in A28, all four presence types are 

represented in each Junction.   We are now prepared to notice that, in a 

.".■''.-', 
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double zebra, there are two distinguishable types of Junctions: 

.1 S   Mj :   (1(0), J(l) }  c Q^    and    (1(2). J (3) }  c Q" } 

.2 E   ^   {J :   (1(0), J(l) }   c Q~   and     {j(2), J (3) }   c Q^ } 

Junctions belonging to  S  we will call states, and Junctions belonging to 

E we will call events. 

A33. One now observes that in each of the four diagrams A31.1 - .4, one 

of the two Junctions Is a state and the other Is an event. From this 

follows for all double zebras: 

.1 V(xeQ):    3 (Jj e E)    and    (J2 c S) :    x = JinJ2 

.2 V   [Sy lg e J) :    h n ^ ^     ^t*     (,1 e S '<!=>   h e E) 

A34.     Theorem 

Given a zebra    Z = <Q, ß., ß-, a. >   , there exists a 

double zebra    Z = <Q, ß   , ß2, a  , a. >    If and only if, in  Z , the 

length of every   ß-circuit is divisible by 2 . 
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»/■>..v;- 

Proof: 

We will first sho v that divisibility by 2 Implies the existence 

of an    a.    as required by a double zebra. 

The assumption of divisibility by 2 together with A6 guarantees 

2 0      2 
that    ( ß )*    Is an equivalence relation and that    |   /(ß )*| ^ 2   . 

Whether two presences belong to the same or different equivalence 

classes depends only on whether there exists a path of even length 

between them, or not. 

Now, by axiom A10, It is Immediate that If x a y then 

there exists a ß-path of even length between them, and thus we 

know that: 

.1 ajCCßV 

0/2 Now let us call the two blocks of      /(ß )*    A    and    B.    We 

define 

.2 a2  =   a.  fA  U   ai t B (where ' \'   means 

•restiicted to') 

'-'-•-'-•-"^•-'-•■■'-•-'-•-"-'-'->•-'-•-'-''"-••-'-^"^'-'-•-" --'■ --■■.'-•- - ■■ - . -■■'-•."-..--. -• _. .-.'^•.^•."■■."--"_■■-.'_■.'.■■.'--»'_•.'-•."■.•. -V'--."--.". •-". ■"■■•."-.'.•/. V^'-"^ •."-•.".'."-'..'-•. V/^i 
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Having shown .1 we know that    a?    Is a bljectlon.   Now 

consider an arbitrary Junction: 

.3 

Clearly        [z. y) c A   <J=C>   Cx, w} c B 

which means either we have    z a. y    and    w a. x      or 

y a« z    and    x a. w      (but not both). 

Thus, we have shown that    a2    has the required property. 

That the existence of a bljectlon    a«    implies divisibility 

by 2 of the length of every  ß-circuit follows from A28.3. 

03    and    Q3    must be the equivalence classes of  (ß )* , Q.E.D, 

A35.     What need be known about the characters, states and events of a 

double zebra in order to determine it uniquely?   The following is a 

sufficient (though not necessary) condition. 
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i 

If two double zebras have the same states, the same events, and 

for two distinct character types C. and C„ , the same C , 

C. ,   C_ ,   and   C.    then they are Identical. 

LmMMBHiBiaMaaaaiiB^^ 
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B. Double Zebra Transformations 
I, 

Bl.        Definitions 

Given a double zebra    Z = (0, ß^ ß,, , ar a2 >      we 

define; 

.1 

.2 

.3 

.4 

PZ^)   =   <0, ßj, ß2<a1/^2> 

p12(i:) = <Q.Sr
f2'ai'a2) 

PX(Z)   =   (Q, ß2/ ß^ttj, Oj) 

The reader can readily verify that all of these transformations yield double 

zebras and that their effect can be described as the Interchange of character 

types or subtypes (and, therefore, of states and events) according to the 

following table: 

B2. 

V+ 

V" 

M+ 

Pl P2 Pl2 P; 

M X x 
*- X X 
xxx 

E 

s 



The transformations exhibited in B2 have the property that they leave the set 

of characters   C  and the set of Junctions   J  invariant.   We will now consider 

the structure of the full group of double zebra transformations with this property. 

A junction is naturally thought of as a tetrahedron - the vertices 

being the presences of the Junction and the edge the characters which intersect 

it.   Since we have characters cf three types - modes, values, and slots - we 

can color the edges in three colors, edges that are opposite each other being 

colored alike.   Since each character type 1~ subdivided into negative and 

positive, there nay also be assigned to each edge a sign.   As we know from 

A27, only two of the colors can be signed independently, the disposition of 

signs on the third then being constrained to lie in one of tht two possible 

ways.   Here Is an example: 

B3. 

\ / 

\ / 
« 

V \ - 
/ \ 

M 

V 

 E 

In freely distributing signs over the edges of a tetrahedron so that 

opposite edges carry opposite signs, there are two possible distinguishable 

results:   a tetrahedron which containc 3 face that is all negative (and a point 
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that Is all positive) or a tetrahedr'n with a face that Is all positive (and a 

point that is all negative).   The definition forces all tetrahedra which 

represent Junctions to have a!.' negative faces, as in B3. 

The tetrahedra, as far as described, have no features corresponding 

to the partition of junctions Into states and events.   This we may add by 

Imagining the tetrahedra which represent Junctions to be signed - say, 

positive for events and negative for states.   Natural transformations of 

double zebras are those which can be expressed in terms of sign changes 

and color permutations in the model we Just constructed.   We will first 

examine the possible transformations with sign-change alone. 

It is easy to see thdt these are spanned by    p.  , p- ,   and   p      , 

as defined in Bl.   When restricting one's attention to their effect on the 

signs on the edges of the tetrahedra, one sees that they generate all changes 

defined thus:   negate all signs except those on one pair of opposing edges. 

No other transformation on the edge signs of the tetrahedron - with the 

exception of the Identity transformation - are consistent with A27. 

The generators    p,  , p2 ,   and   p ?    generate a group of 8 elements. 

It Is the abelian group determined by three generators,   a, b, c  and the 

2       2       2 
relations    a   = b   = c   = 1 , the group of reflections on a 3-dimensional 

cube.   A natural representation of the eight group elements in terms of 
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sign changes on the edge-pairs and the tetrahedron as a whole Is this: 

B4 pl p2 Pl2 

M 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

V 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 

I 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 

J 1 1 1 1 c 0 0 0 

(where T sign 
interchange, and 
'0' means no sign 
change) 

It remains to consider edge-color permutations, an example of which is 

Px    defined in Bl.   It is easy to see that if, in every Junction of a zebra 

Z the   ß.-circv.its corresponding to negative values are reversed, then a 

new zebra   Z'   results, related to  Z  by color permutation. 

X 

2 

1 

\ 

V / 

/ ̂  N* 
z k X w 

t> 
y w 

namely (as 35 shows) the interchange of  M   and  Z   .   Furthermore, if  Z 

was  Zj   of a double zebra   Z , then there exists a double zebra   Z'   of 

which   Z'   is   Z1     .   The existence of an appropriate    a*      depends only 

on whether all    ß*-circuits are of even length - i.e., that all circuits 

composed of    a -arcs and   ß -arcs in   Z  are of even length, a fact which 

1 •.' s' ■.' s' v v ■ ^ '/""^"V^v"*.<■'«"'' V V "■''/ s v '.• '•",." ', >*, •', '«L"'« ""•' ^'\.'"* GL'" r\.r'JLK'r'k fMO ' WOtf ■«' •' V •.' ■•" ■.'•' 
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is. guaranteed by A34.   In the light of B4, there must, therefore, exist a 

double zebra obtained from   Z  by the Interchange of  M   and   E   . 

Since we now see that double zebras can be transformed by either 

of two color interchanges of its three colors,   M, V, E ,   all color 

permutations must be possible - i.e., the full group   S3   can be applied. 

Thus the entire group of double zebra transformations is the product group 

of  S     and the group of cube reflections discussed above.   The product 

group has 48 members and, thus, every double zebra belongs to a set of 

48 distinct double zebras with the same set of Junctions and the same set 

of characters. 

(.'•'.'   ■'•'. ■". ■".■■.'.-•. -'/■'^•'.'''^•■/-\">". •". -".'•"."•'.'•■.'■'.-"-'-'."".'•.•■.-'.-\'-'-"-''. •"."-■^'"0" "■'.'■'.•■. ■'■''.' Z'^s i*' ■'••>•'.' 'JiJ ^Z/iS^^sls^r'f'i 
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G. An Approach to Zebra Redefinition 

Let us reconsider the question posed In A35.   Preparatory to this, 

we shall introduce the following definitions: 

Cl. .1        0V   «   [Q* , Qj) 

.3 Qj.   Ä   {Q^Q-) 

where the sets    Q    ,   Q     mean the same as in A28.   Given these definitions, 

+ — 
we will rename these latter sets    Q     ,   Q       where    x    stands for    V, M, 

or T. , depending upon which of the three partitions into two sets is meant. 

Now, given a double zebra, the following list of partitions of  Q   is 

also given: 

G2.        .1 

.2 

the set of events 

the set of states 

(the union of these 
two sets is the set 
of Junctions) 

.3 M the set of modes 

.4 

.5 

V 

E 

the set of values 

the set of slots 

fe:^-:;^ :v^^ 
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.6 Qw - the "striping" of the modes 
M 

,7 Qv - the "striping" of the values 

.8 Q„ - the "striping" of the slots 

How many of these partitions are necessary to determine the double zebra 

uniquely? 

C3.       It is sufficient to know    E, S   and any two of the three stripings . 

Proof: 

Since all of these partitions result from the bijections    ßj ' ßo ' 

a      and    a _    It is only necessary to check that these bijections are determined 

by four partitions as specified in C3. 

Given A27, we know in any case that any two of the three stripings 

determine the third. Thus, we need only verify that given a particular pair 

of stripings and   E   and   S, the bijections are uniquely determined. 

Since all the forward Images and backward images of a presence under 

the four bijections are contained in the two junctions to which the presence 

belongs, we need only verify that we can reconstruct, given a junction, all 

the orderea pairs within the junction which belong to the four bijections. 
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Suppose, then, that we are given an element    e    of   E   -   i.e., a 

set of four presences    e = [ x, y, z, w },   and we are also given the two 

stripings    Q,F    and    0W   .      Q,,   0 Qw    is a partition with four blocks V M V M 

and    e    contains one presence in each of the four blocks (A30).   Without 

loss of generality, we may suppose: 

»   «Qy  nQM 

V  e QV  " QM 

^c Qv n QM 

W  € ^V  "  0M 

Since    Q      stripes the values, we know that either    <x, y)   e ß9    or 

(y, x>  e ß2   ,   and similarly    <z, w> e ß2    or    (w, z)  e ß2 .    Since 

Q        stripes the modes, we also know:    either    <x, z)  e ß.     or    <z, x)  e ß. 

and either    <y, w) e   ß      or    <w, y> e ß    .    Applying A27 and A32.2, we 

discover that the following diagram is necessary: 

x •  ►■ 
1 

1 1 
1 

z 
1 

•*  vv 
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Furthermore, applying A21.2 - .3, we can fill In: 

Q.E.D. 

Given this result, we can consider defining double zebras in terms of a 

set  Q , and four partitions,   E, S, and two stripings, A  and   B .   The force 

of the axioms A6 - A12 must then be translated into axiomatically required 

relations among partitions.   What follows here is not a working out of this 

program, but some observations preliminary to its fulfillment. 

C4.       E  and   S  are partitions of  Q  with all blocks consisting of four 

elements.    A n B    is a partition of Q   into four blocks in such a 

way as to distinguish the four points of every junction from one 

another.   Letting    0    represent the partition of  Q   consisting 

entirely of one-element blocks we can express these relations thus: 

EHAOB    =    SnARB 

:^>v£ii^^2^-w 
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C5.       Letting   1   represent the partition of Q  which has one block 

only we can also be confident of the following properties: 

.1 E ns  =  0 

.2 E U S   =   1 

The first of these properties says that a state and an event have at 

most one presence in common.   The second of these properties is 

necessary if axiom A6 Is to hold for double zebras. 
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D. Double Zebras and Petri Nets 

Double zebras may be re, resented as a class of Petrl Nets with 

four kinds of connections between states and events in place of the customary 

two. 

Dl.        .1   .     In ordinary Petri Nets; 

o 
i 

In Nets representing double zebras; 

o o 
D  G 

O O 
t    f 
D  D 
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Nets with two-colored arrow-heads, as In Dl .2 have been called 

Tolly-nets.   We will now show by what conventions Tolly-nets may be 

understood as representations of double zebras. 

From C3 we know that a double zebra is fully characterized by the 

four partitions    E, S, Q„ , 0V   .    We now proceed as follows. 

D2.        .1 Construct an undirected granh whose vertices correspond 

1-1 with the junctions of a double zebra.   Two Junctions 

J    and  J.   are connected by an edge iff    1 J, ;n J? | = 1 . 

If the junction is a state the corresponding vertex is 

symbolized by    ("j     ;   if it is an event, it is symbolized 

by      []       .By A19.2 and A33 it is now clear that (1) there 

is a 1-1 correspondence between the edges of the graph 

and the set of presences   Q   and (2) if two vertices are 

connected by an edge, one of them is      ^j       and the 

other of them is       [ ] 

.2 We will now orient the graph.   If an edge corresponds to a 

presence which belongs to  Q     orient it from the state to 

the event; if it corresponds to a presence which belongs to 

Q_ ,   orient it from the event to the state. 

-.■ •-■ .' ■-■ -.' •-' v •.■■"•"- ■ >." •,■ 'S',' -." %." *.' v' >."m1 •/«."«'•.'w* o't.^.^n.ro'Vj 
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.3 We will now color the arrow heads.   If an edge corresponds 

to a presence belonging to  Q    ,   make the arrow-head black; 

If it corresponds to a presence belonging to  Qv   ,   make the 

arrow-hoad white. 

We can show how the    ß    , ß? , c^    and    a2    circuits are represented 

with these conventions. 

D3.        .1 An active mode: 

pi      pi Ki        Ki »1 h 

•D-KD -*ü -oQ —D ->0 —ü 

.2 A passive mode: 

h      h        h h        pi        pi Pi       Pi 

->a -^o ->ü -►o -^G -^o ->n 

.3 A positive value: 

• • • •   ^—^ 
• • • • 

2 K2 K2 K2 K2 
 »• • ———<»•           >>    ■    ■ >•   -   -'■ — 

P2        P2 

D-^O-^O -^D-^O-^D 
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.4   A negative value: 

• • • « 

ß2   92 92 P2   ßj    ß2    ß2   PJ 
_ ».,   —♦»« *>• * • -——<♦• ~—i»« .._♦,» ^— 

->0 ->G -^O -oü -^O -^D —> 

.5 A phase   (action slot) 

al    al     al     al     al    al 
:::: "—^^z^-^—-•*—-.<CI^..A—^.^—^ 

«2    a2     e2    a2     a2    a2 

al 
.*—■ 

a2 

 >Q^- o —>D*- 0 -*>D-^- 0 - ->D 

,6 A location   (sensing slot) 

• • • • 
• • • • 

ai ai 0i        0i 0i     Jl^   ^± 

"«r^ ^r" ^r" ^r" ^r" •»  ^"*r 
• • • • 

■ • - • • 
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What are the characteristics of Petrl Nets which represent double 

zebras?   We can give a partial answer to this question. 

D4.        .1 Two-in, two-out:   every state and every event has two 

arcs entering and two arcs exiting. 

.2 Net purity:   there is at most one arc connecting a given 

state to a given event. 

,3 Strong connectivity 

.4. Tolly-net coloring: for every state and every event, one 

entering arc is black and the other white; one exiting arc 

is black and the other white. 

.5 Two distinct cycles of the forms D3.1 - .6 may share at 

most one arc.   (Axiom A7)      Note that, in a Tolly-net one 

each of the six cycle types pass through each state and 

It is easy to see that every two-in, two-out Petri Net can be Tolly-colored 
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each event - one for each of the six ways that there are 

of choosing two arcs (without regard to order) out of the 

four arcs Incident on the state or event. 

It is possible that any Petri-Net with Tolly-net arrow coloring 

satisfying D4.1 - .5 corresponds to a double zebra, but no 3ffort has yet 

been made to check this . . 
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E' Working Notes on State and Event Components 

El.       We define the following relations of characters to characters In 

a double zebra: 

.1 V c1 , c2   e C :        Cj □  c2    ^    g e  e E :        Cj U c2 D e 

.2 V Cj , c2   e  C :        Cj Q   c2    4    a s   e s .        Cj U c2 3 s 

E2.        From the definition of a Junction (A19), we see at once that for any 

character    c    and any Junction    J ,   either    ] c n J j = 0    or 

I c n J | = 2   ;    from A30 we see that for any two characters    c 

and    c2    which are of distinct type, if    |cnj| = |cnjl=2 

then      I Cj n c2 n J I = 1   .    Therefore, if     c   Q   c        or 

Cl O   C2     then    cl    and    c2    must he characters of the same 

type.    By A30 we also know that they must be of opposite subtype. 

The following three pictures summarize these remarks. 

.1 

.■ ".•" W V V V V ." "v V"•■ V '." V '.•'.'".' '.- *.- V ".- *.• V.' '.■".-".'"'"■• ■.■■«'■'""• "J^ "■'" 'J-^ »"> 'ji"_» "_»'•'_>"* .>Jl>J'• «"»«'• ."» J."^ ."-1"^ ^ ."■! 
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.2 

.3 

E3.       Since    □    and    Q    are symmetric. It Is clear that      Q* 

nnd O*    are equivalence relations. 

.1 We will call the blocks of       /0*     the state components 

of   Z   . 

.2 We will call the blocks of      /D*    the event components 

of   Z   . 

We will designate the set of state components    C     and the event 

components    Ca    .   From D2 we see that    C     and    C     partition In^o 

three blocks according to whether the component consists of modes, values. 

b:^>^>^:v:v^^^ 
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or slots.   These blocks are naturally named    M      ,   V      ,   E       , 

M       ,   V      and    £        .    In some contexts, it will be useful to think of 
D D D 

the components as sets of presences - I.e., the union of the characters of 
v. 

the component,   Looked at that way,    M      ,   V      ,   E      ,   M      ,   V 

and    Z       name six partitions of the presence    Q   .    Given a character 

c    we will write    c      and    c      to mean the state component and the 
O D 

event component to which    c    belongs.    Thus, if    c    and    c'    belong 

to the same state component we can write    c    =  c' 
O O 

Now a property almost certainly to be demanded of double zebras 

in connection with their principal interpretation is this: 

E4.        VceC:        c     nc=c 
O D 

In our past work on Petri Nets, we have had an especial Interest in 

two out of the six component types, namely 

.1 M     -   the set of parts o   

.2 V      -   the set of effects 
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E5.        It Is Interesting to note that the construction of C.A. Petrl for the 

realization of the Qulne function, namely: 

.1 

Is a component belonging to    E     .   The upper end lower rings of 

figure .1 represent phases while the right and left rings represent 

locations.   The component In .1 Is seen to have this structure: 



r»'. T'. ■r, •r. '. -.■''. -r.-.■r-r.-.-f. ■rr-r.-J:'?.'?.-*'.-■?  J^J' 
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.2 

(o 0) 

Herels another example of a component: 



This one belongs to    M      (i.e., Is a part) and also involves 

four characters arranged as follows: 

.4 
i #'      -       • in 

i:   i 
E5.2 and .4 give rise to wondering about what structure can be 

found in (or through) the graph whose vertices represent the characters of 

a double zebra.   Taking   o    and   D    as the source of edge3, we see the 

graph in three disconnected parts - M, V and   E   .   We see each of these 

parts covered by an analogue to the junctions in zebras, namely the 

components.   Just as with junctions, the components fall into two classes - 

state components and event components.   These classes constitute s pair of 

partitions    $    and    E    of    C .   Defining    T  =   {M, V, Z}    and    O 

as the partition of   C  wiih singleton blocks, we have the properties: 

E6.        .1 0   U ß  =  T 

.2 $   0 ß  = O 
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Property .1 comes from the fact that the graph of the underlying double-zebra 

Is strongly connected in any two of Its three bijections    ß    , ß      and    a    . 

Property .2 Is a re-expression of E4. 

The examples E5.1 and .3 - both corresponding to structures which 

have proved useful in Interpreted net constructions, happened to be four-vertex 

components In analogy to the four-vertex Junctions in zebras.   Taking the signs 

on the vertices into account, there is a basis for introducing two more edges 

♦o the graph of these components (connecting vertices of like signs) which 

would make them formally even more similar to zebra Junctions. 

Let us now consider the relationship between E6.2 and the meanings 

expressed by Petri Nets which satisfy tue requirement.   An event represents an 

interaction between two parts, each in some particular mode.   Thus, the event 

is a Junction of two modes, one of these belonging to one part and one to the 

other.  A state represents the possibility, for a part, of switching from one 

mode to another.   Thus, a state is a Junction of two modes both of which belong 

to the same part.   All the modes of a single part are connected to one another 

via state Junctions.   We wish to guarantee formally that: 

Sfr.^ ^2ov:^v:-^^ 
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E7.       Parts do not interact with themselves in events. 

That is, if two modes    r     and    m*    are connected by o* -  and 

thus belong to the same part - they should connect via an event. 

This is a special case of what E6 .2 guarantees .   If we had both 

m  o*  m'    and    mom1    we would have both    m     =  m' 
O O 

and    m     =  m'        , in short, a mode state component and a mode 
..     D O 

event component which intersect on more than one mode. 

Let us now consider some relationships between phases and 

locations implied by E6.2.   We will use the letter  cp   in designating 

phases (action slots) and the letter  X   in designating locations 

(sensing slots).   First notice: 

E8.        .1 V cp e  E    and   X e E    : «paX   =    aqecp and   q' e X :   q ß q' 

.2 and      cpoX   ■   aqecp and q' e X:   q* ßq 

E6.2 certainly excludes        X cp     .    Here are examples of 
D 

violations of this exclusion, shown in Petri Net terms. 

r^»ft.i<w-V.if>if^jfw«wJVf»A.-'^y-V.n. i'. 1 mXmji M.\ «JV */,«_! «-■ ■ -    »     p * . • »^ •••*». 
'. A-A JL.^ A^l *_■. k_V A-\ ■  1 A 
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E9. 

D     D 
.2 

Axiom A? alone already excludes 
this figure. 

D     D     D 

O 

E6.2 also excludes: 

D/ \D 

- I.e., these are not two distinct locations which lie between the 

same pair of phases.   Also:   these are not two distinct phases which 

lie between the same pair of locations. 



IV. The Representative Circuit Theorem For Marked Graphs 

The purpose of these notes Is to present a theorem of F. Commoner, 

which addresses the following question: 

Consider a specified basic circuit   C   in a (strongly connected) marked 

graph  G  with live marking class  ^  .   What is the relation between the marking 

on that circuit - i.e., the position of the token on   C - and the marking on the 

rest of the graph?   Can the marking on   C   be said to "represent" the marking 

on the whole graph, in the sense, say, that the marking on   C  restricts the 

possible markings on the rest of the graph, or, conversely, that the marking on 

the rest of the graph determines the marking on   C   ?   When this is the case, 

we might say that the marking on the distinguished circuit alone determines 

some definable property of the marking on the rest of the graph - although it 

may not always be easy to formulate a statement of that property in words. 

The satisfaction of this condition for a basic circuit   C   is interesting 

from the following interpreted point of view.   Assume that the basic circuits of 

a marked graph represent the cycles of operation of the parts of a system.   Now: 

to assume that a change of state for the part represented by  C   makes a 

descrlbable difference to the relations the other parts have to one another - a 

difference in what events of interaction can occur as between those other parts - 

Is to assume that, relative to   C , the condition under discussion is satisfied. 

The theorem uses the following notations: 

—   If  G'   Is a subgraph of G , then   G - G'   means the graph  G 

with the arcs of  G'   removed; 
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—   If  M   is a marking of  G , then   M fG*   means the marking 

restricted to the arcs of G' . 

Thus the statement of our question Is:   for some marking   M e W?  , 

does   M T (G - C)   determine   M f* C ? 

Take as an example the familiar four-billiard-ball system with the 

Initial marking, as shown, and take the circuit Indicated by   'C'   as tha 

distinguished basic circuit. 

It will be seen by experiment that, in all the markings reachable from this 

initial marking, when the outer arc of  C   bears the token, only the markings 

)   i   i   C->i   »   i-0      are possible, and when the inner arc of  C   bears the token, 

only the markings     C-0    #   )   )    »    ( J    are possible (where, for shorthand, we 

describe a marking by showing only the marked arcs in the graph).   In this case, 

clearly, the markings of the marking class for the remainder of the marked graph 

are partitioned into two subclasses, one corresponding to each possible marking 

of the "representative" basic circuit.   It is equivalent to say that, given the 

marking on the remainder of the graph, the marking on the distinguished basic 

circuit Is determined (viz., to be the one corresponding to the equivalence class 

in which the given remainder-marking lies). 
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Commoner's theorem formulates this "repiescntatlve" property as 

follows, fo'- a strongly-connected graph with a live marking class and a given 

basic circuit  C: 

1. If any two markings L. the marking class agree on all arcs 

of the graph not including   C , then they agree on the whole 

graph. 

That this formulation reflects the desired property can be clarified by 

considering the contrapositive form of the implication in (1):   if two markings 

(of the live marking class) are different, then that difference cannot reside 

entirely on the distinguished basic circuit — they must differ on the remainder 

of the graph, as well.   Of course, the difference may lie entirely on the 

remainder sub-graph — then the two markings belong to the same equivalence 

class corresponding to a marking on the "representative" basic circuit. 

Commoner finds three other conditions on the graph which are equivalent 

to (1).   An Interesting point is that the other three conditions depend only on 

the connectivity of the underlying undirected graph, and not on the orientation, 

or the marking, of the arcs.   The simplest of the three conditions is: 

t 

2. No pair of arcs on  C   constitute a cut set of the graph - i.e., 

the graph cannot be disconnected by romoving any two arcs 

of the distinguished basic circuit. 
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Theorem: Given a strongly connected graph   G   with live marking class  ft 

and circuit   C , basic with respect to 77? , the following are equivalent: 

For       M1/M2e^      [M^G-C)-   M2['(G-C)] 

For öny two arcs   a ^ ß  on   C , .G - {a , ß )    is connected 

-      M1 = M2 

2. 

3. For any two arcs   a ^ ß on   C , there is a cycle   D   containing 

a but not   ß 

4. For any two arcs   a / ß  on   C , there is a path   P , touching 

C   only at its end points, whose endpoints separate  a and   ß 

on  C 

i 

Figure 1 

^:;^:>:;:::^^^ 
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The equivalence of the four conditions is proved in the following 

pattern: 

^N. 

Proof: 

*v\/ 

(4).=»   (2).        This is immediate:   the path   P , assumed in (4) serves 

to keep the graph connected even when  ci  and   ß are excised. 

(2) =»  (3). This is also immediate:   remove   a and   ß   from the graph. 

Since it is still connected, by hypothesis, there is some path in the 

reduced graph from one (former) eidpoint of a to the other endpoint of  a ; 

this path does not contain   ß , which is no longer in the reduced graph. 

Restoring a closes the path, producing a cycle containing  a and not 

containing  ß . 

(3) g  (4). If (3) is true, let   Q   be a path from one endpoint of a 

to the other such that   Q   does not go over  a or   ß  .   (Q   can be the cycle 

D  postulated in (3), with the arc   a removed.)   Then  Q   must contain 

an arc not on   C , and   Q   must go from the region   X  to the region  Y , 

shown in Figure 1 (the disjoint regions into which a circuit is divided 

by excising two of its arcs).   If  x   is the last vertex on   Q   which lies 

in  X , and   y   is the first vertex on   Q  which lies in   Y  and follows 

x  on  Q , then clearly the segment between   x  and   y ,   P = Q(x,y) 

Is a path which touches   C   only at its endpoints.   Thus (3)   =>  (4). 
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(3)   g  (1). Let   M1 , U2e 7n . suppose   Mj [{G - C) « M, f{G - C). 

C   Is a basic circuit, and a basic circuit contains exactly one token, let 

a be the arc of  C   which contains the token in   M    , and   ß  be the arc 

of  C  which contains the token in   M? .   We shall derive a contradiction 

by supposing  a/ ß , thus proving that if the markings agree on the 

remainder of G , they must agree on   C .   Suppose  a ^ ß .   Let   D   be 

the cycle postulated in (3).   Now, from Theorem El3 of [Events and 

Conditions, p. 108], any two markings of a marking class place the 

same number of tokens on any cycle, so N = M    - M     must have a 

cycle loading of zero on every cycle, and specifically, N(D) = 0.   Now 

for  Y  any arc in G , 

N(Y) = 1   if  Y
=
 a       (Since  a is marked by   M   and not by   Mj 

N(Y) = -1   If  Y = ß     (Since   ß is marked by   M     and not by   M ) 

N(Y) = 0   otherwise    (Since, by hypothesis,   M     and   M     agree 

on all arcs of G   other than  a and   ß .) 

But since  a eD   and   ß/ D , N(D) = ± 1 , contradicting   N(D) = 0 . 

(D   *  (2). Let us suppose (2) is false; i.e., suppose there are two 

arcs  a ^ ß on  C   such that  G - {a, ß}  is disconnected.   Since  G - a 

and  G - ß are connected,   (a, ß)   is a minimal disconnecting set, so 

G - {a, ß}  has exactly two components,   U   and   V . 
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The arcs   a , ß  cannot both go from   U   to  V  or from   V  to   U since 

G   is strongly connected.   Thus they must go in opposite directions, 

and we shall say that  a  goes from   U   to  V  while   ß  goes from   V 

to  U . 

Since ^   is a live marking class, there is some marking   M. e flf 

which places a token on  a , i.e., such that   M  (a) = 1 .   Let 

1      be the characteristic function of   [y] , for any arc   Y •   Since 

a simple circuit  C   goes through  a   if and only if it goes through 

ß-,   1    (C) = 1    (C)   for any simple circuit   C.   Thus   M    - 1    + 1 
ct. ß i       o       p 

is circuit-equivalent to   M.  (has the same value as   M.   on every 

circuit) since 1   - 1 „  is circuit-equivalent to zero.   But 
a      ß 

M0 = M, - 1   + 1„    is just the marking   M.   with the token on  a 
/laß i 

moved to   ß .   Since   M«   is circuit-equivalent to   M    ,   M? e ^ 

by the circuit test.    But   M« f (G-C) « M. f (G-C) , contradicting (1) 

■   i  i  i   -.*-   .II       —"■ 
ufis 
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Examples; 

A 
0= (1234) 

(1)   is false, since the same marking 
with the token on 2 moved to 4 is 
reachable from this marking, and does 
not differ on the remainder of the graph. 

Note that (2) fails, since   [2,4} 
disconnect the graph. 

t 

C= (1234) 

(1) is true, since (2) holds 

• . ■■.•■.>-■• 
-   -   •   ■  -- 

"» . » . »~T5'. 
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Remark: Noto that conditions (2),  (3), and (4) depend only on the 

underlying undirected graph of  G .   In other words, given a connected 

(undirected) graph   G   and a distinguished set of arcs   C  which form a 

cycle in   G , and such that one of the properties (2), (3), or (4) holds, 

then if arc-directions can be assigned so that   G   ^s strongly connected 

and   C   is a (directed) circuit, and if a marking is found which is live on 

G   and under which   C   is a basic circuit, property (1) will also hold for 

the marked graph. 

^^:'^vivlv>.r:.:viv^-:v\v>^:,v:-'.^ c^vi-^Aw. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Information Systems Theory Project has been developing a 

foundation - consisting of concepts and allied notations - for the specification 

and analysis of systems.   It has been the hypothesis of this Project that Petri- 

nets can provide a skeleton strong enough to support a large body of system 

specification and analysis needs - large because of the very many different 

practical objectives which such specifications and analyses may serve. 

Designers, operators, managers, users, implementers, lawyers, accountants, 

etc., all have their separate needs to understand systems, yet must be able to 

communicate with one another wherever their practical concerns overlap. 

It is generally the t^isk of mathematical models to provide skeletons on 

which to hang a great diversity of applications and Petri nets may be viewed as 

encompassing a class of mathematical models.   The distinguishing characteristic 

of this class is that its basic sentences are of the form "this follows from that" 

("follows" in the sense of causality) rather than of the form "this equals that" . 

Related to the last mentioned characteristic is the fact that Petri net models are 

all capable, in principle, of being used to simulate the behavior they represent. 

This is not to say, however, that all analytic procedures they enable depend upon 

simulation.   Previously published theorems and algorithms as well as Chapters 

VI and VII of this report make this plain. 

What considerations give rise to various species within the genus of 

Petri net models? 

'-■J 
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3. 

To cast a given set of system meanings Into net forms with extensive 

axiomatic restrictions requires training and patience - Just as it does to create 

correct mathematical models of any sort for systems bound by physical law.   At 

the lower end of restrictiveness, the training and patience required ere minimal. 

The members of a systems community who use restrictive models are those 

primarily concerned with how and whether it works; unrestrictive models are for 

those primarily concerned with what it is supposed to do. 

A signal advantage of employing net forms at every level of expression 

is the establishment of orderly relations between them.   It is possible to map - in 

the mathematical sense of that word - a net which purports to represent an 

implementation to a net which purports to represent a desired system and verify, 

by means of the mapping, that the implementation fulfills the intention.   This 

ability has to some modest degree been demonstrated and is a major part of what 

is yet to come in the development of net theory.   It is, in any case, an ability 

that has been most especially lacking in current systems practice.   There is no 

formal step which connects the code of a computer program   o the task it is 

supposed to accomplish, a circuit design to the logic requirements it is supposed 

to meet, the institutional and technical procedures that are supposed to implement 

the Intent of a law and the law itself. 

Our project, as v.ell as other projects in our field, have worked on 

various classes of net models as well as on the connections between them.   In 

this report we present contributions both to theory and practice at several levels 

of axiomatic restrictiveness, as discussed above.   Here is our table-of-contents 

organized in that way: 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we develop a pair of concepts - roles and activities - 

as a point,of departure for a formal theory of organization - or of systems.   The 

resulting formal models are varlour species of bipartite graphs - directed or not - 

with rules for interpreting them as i^presentations of behavioral relations.   Some 

of the resulting structures are equivalent to Petri nets with their conventional 

"firing rule"  (see Chapter V.).   All of them are significantly interpretable as net 

topologies in the sense of C.A. Petri (see APPENDIX). 

&^::^v:^::-;i^^ 
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A. Role/Actlvlty Interconnection 

We will represent the interconnection between roles and activities as 

graphs with two types of vertices:   vertices that represent roles, and vertices 

that represent activities.   We will symbolize a role vertex by drawing a circle, 

and an activity vertex by drawing a square.   In our first class of models, the 

connection between a role and an activity will be represented by an undirected 

edge. 

Al. 
role r     connection    activity a 

\ 1 ^ 0 Q 

If  r   is a role, we will designate the set of activities connected to 

it by the symbol   r   , and call these the activities of the role; if   a   is an 

activity, we will designate the set of roles connected to it   a   and call those 

the roles involved in the activity or, more briefly, the roles in the activity. 

........  ly. 
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A2.        Example 

 [m3 

C 
o 
M 
F 

c 
or 
mr 
i 

o 
m 
cp 
op 
mp 
r 

Controller 
operator 
maintenance man 
facility 

roles 

O and M comr.unicate 
O reports to C 
M reports to C 
C gives instruction to 
O and M 
O operates F 
M maintains F 
C plans further action 
O plans further action 
M plans further action 
F the facility runs 

activ- 
ities 

1 Thfl picture in A2 Is o qrophlc re; roscntnilon of •in abstract sstrvcturc caHad on iindlrcclfd t'otrt not. 
Such nets may ho formally chiiroCprized oa follows: 

An un'.llrpcJod J'ctrl net Is on ordered triple    <R,A.o>    v^hcrc 

.1 R   Is B cet of Toleo, symbolized by     Q 

•  .2 A   Is u set of nrUyltlo';, symbollv.ed by     [_J 

.3 a   Is n relotlon    a r. U x A 

.4 ROA«^ 

.5 dorn (a) K R 

.C ion (a) ■= A 

Jn the lHcrnt\iie on Tetrl nein, the rlemenlr; ropreüented by circles f.re commonly cnllril 
jOneon nnd tbo elumenl* rcprcnenlfid by nnKirou ore called ii.»ii:.|tlon5, 

SV^^N>>^^^>^^^V^^>^-^^ 
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B. System Dyncirnlcs 

We will use undirected Petri nets (and subsequently other classes 

of nets) to specify, describe and analyze organizational behavior.   For these 

purposes, the nets are to be used as game boards on which pieces - called tokens - 

are to be moved about according to mles.   With respect to a given organization, we 

will be interested not just in a single net representation but in a elass of related 

net representations for at least the following interpreted reasons. 

Bl 
. 1 Nets representing the behavior at various levels of detail 

.2 Simple nets with complex rules for moving pieces and complex 

nets with simple rules for moving pieces - always representing 

the same behavior 

.3 Nets which are more-or-less inclusive - i.e., shifting the 

boundaries between what is counted as belonging to the 

organization and what is counted as belonging to its environment. 

Let us now take our first step in the direction of treating a Petri net 

as a game board.   To make our description simple at the outset, we will suppose 

there to be one player of the "organization game", a player whom we may call 

'     the simulator.   The game is to be played with a set of pieces, called tokens 

which, by their shapes or colors, are distinguished into as many types as 

there are roles on the board.   The tokens represent persons or objects, singly 

.   or in aggregates, which play organizational roles.   Anything which plays an 

organizational role will be termed an actor. 

Each token, in addition to having its role - physically represented by 

Its inalienable shape or color attribute - carries a "slate" on which characters 

may be written - characters which represent the attributes an actor may hove that 

are variable over the time that he plays his role. 

I    ^ 
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4. 

Wfc will see an actor's total time as role player as divided Into a 

succession of two kinds of periods: 

B2. .1 Periods of engagement in an activity 

.2 Periods of availability for engagement 

The change from availability to engagement Is termed a commitment; 

the change from engagement to availability la termed a completion. 

B3.        General form of an actor's behavior: 

commitment                              commitment 

1                         * 
available engaged         available engaged available 

t 
completion comph stion 

tätä&tä^^ 
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5. 

On the not, such a succession of periods would be represented In 

the following manner.   A token, representing an actor, Is placed on the circle 

corresponding to the actor's role.    The residence of the token on the circle 

represents a period of availability for commitment.to an activity.   According to 

rules yet to be discussed, the token may next be moved to some square that is 

connected to the circle.   This move represents a step of commitment, and the 

square to which the token is moved represents the activity to which the actor 

Is committed.   The residence of the token on the square represents a period of 

engagement; the token may then be moved from the square to the circle correspon- 

ding to its role.   This move represents a sl^p of completion and initiates a new 

period of availability. 

An actor that plays a role can only be committed to the activities of 

that role.   Correspondingly, a token on a circle can only be moved to squares 

that are connected to it. 

An actor may become committed to an activity only if he has attributes 

that make him a suitable participant.    As a result of participation, he may 

change his attributes.   Correspondingly, a token may enter a square with certain 

characters recorded on its slate, but these characters may be changed before it 

re-enters the circle. 

The following are examples of rules for actor behavior, formulated in 

accordance with the generalities above. 

äKü£&msl!i&&2^^ s&i&d 
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B4.        Example 

.1 A messenger   M   picks up messages from   A   for delivery 

to either   B   or   C, depending on the address on the message; 

after delivery, he Is prepared for a new message pick-up. 

We may model the context of this description as a role   M 

with three activities:   message pick-up from A; message 

delivery to B; message delivery to C. 

To simulate the messenger's behavior we take a token wi.h 

a slate with the following possible contents: 

A -♦ ready to receive message from A 

M-*B        ready to deliver message to B 

M-»C       ready to deliver message to C 

m$&^^ 
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The token con only be committe'-i to the activity 

If its slate carries the characters     'A-*'   ; if it participates 

In its slate will be changed tc read cither    'M-^B' 

»13      if Its slate or    'M-»C' ; it can only be committed to 

Includes the character    '-♦B' ; it can only be committed to 

if its slate includes     '-»C ; In no matter which of these 

two activities it participates, its slate content will be replaced 

by    'A-V    . 

Variation on .1:   the same as .1, but whether the message is 

delivered to   B   or   C   depends not on the address on the message 

but whether   B   or   C   come to pick the message up.   The possible 

slate contents of the messenger token are now reduced to two. 

AH 

M 

ready to receive a message from A 

ready to deliver the message   M   to   B 

or   C, but not to both 

Delivery to either   B   or   C   results in replacement of the slate 

content   'M'   by the slate content   'A-*'    . 

Another variation on .1:   after message pick-up, the messenger 

must fl-st try to deliver the message to B; if   B   does not pick it 

up, he must then deliver it to   C .   Possible slate contents are 

now the same as in .1, but the slate rewriting rules have changed 

as follows:   As a result of participation in    [ A-»[    the slate content 

changes from   'A-*'   to   'M-*B' ; as a result of participation in 

the slate content changes from   'M-^B'   to   'M-*C'   or to ►B 

'A-*' , depending upon whether   B   dees oi does not pick up the 

Notice message.   The re-write for is the same as in .1 

that the meaning of the activity    UB      has changed:   it no longer 

means delivery of a message to   B, but attempted delivery of a 

message to B . 

rV'«" v v"' v v v '-" >■ '•' •" v "J'".' 'v ." y V -' v V v V v '•* '•/' '.* V "V V •" "•' V V V V'-" Vv"«' V VJ1 %» V'
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8. 

A variation on each of the examples .1 - .3:   Let us suppose 

hat no actor Is permanently assigned to the playing of role 

M.   Instead, let us suppose that when   A   wants to transmit 

a message he commissions an actor to play role   M   and that 

the actor's commission expires with the delivery of the message 

to   B   or   C   under any of the rules .) - .3.   Tne .-ource of 

available actors for commissioning is not Included in our picture 

nor is their destination after decommissioning.   Now the simulator 

may proceed as follows with the net shown in . 1.   Starting with 

the net devoid of tokens, he places a token of type   M   with blank 

slate on the square    | A-+|     signifying by that act the commitment 

of a suitable actor    > being commissioned to play role M; ho 

records on the slate a content representing a message to be 

delivered, and moves the token into circle M, signifying completion 

of commissioning; h^ moves the token into square »B or square 

, as may be appropriate, signifying commitment of the actor 

to message oelivery; he cleans the slate of the token and removes 

It from the net, signifying the decommissioning of the actor upon 

completion of his mission.    Since a new actor might be commissioned 

to deliver a message before the commipsion of some other messenger 

has expired, several actors playing role   M   may appear on the net at 

the same time, and their number may vary in course of simulation. 

In the class of organize cion models we are now considering, the effects of 

organizational functioning are reflected in changes of actor attributes and changes 

In the number of actois participating In the organization.   These changes come 

about as a result of the taking place of activities in which the attributes of existing 

actor.-; may change and actors may be commissioned or decommissioned In 

respect to the playing of particular roles. 

^•>^ v" ^:>:^ 
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For the purpose of slmulotion, there Is associated with every square 

of a net a rule for how and when to enact that activity.   In what way can the 

"when" part of the rule depend on the distribution of actors with their attributes 

on the net?    It can only depend on the avallnblHty of an "appropriate" sot of actors. 

for participation in the activity.   "Appropriateness" can only be expressed in terms 

of what roles they play and what other attributes they possess .   In general, there 

may be many different cases of appropriate actor sets which enable the activity, 

one case differing from another, both in what roles and what attributes are specified. 

The when part of the rule may refer to other conditionb that are to be assumed 

satisfied and are not expressed in temis of actor attributes found on the nc.   How- 

ever, these "side conditions" may not refer to any actor attributes other than those 

belonging to the actors that are in fact to be committed to the activity. 

We can ie-express the idea of the when part of an activity rule In the 

following way.   Thinking of each accor with his attributes as a potential resource 

for the taking place of activities, tne conditions for the taking place of an activity, 

Insofar as these are expressed by the net, can res: only in the availability of the 

appiopriato resourcer. 

Imagine, then, a current state-of-affairs i»1 an organization represented 

by a distribution of tokens on a net.   If the simulator finds a set of tokens on 

the circles connected to a given square which satisfy the when part of the rule 

for the activity, he can. In one act, move that set of tokens out of the circles 

and into the square, thus representing the commitment of that set of actors to 

that activity.   The how part of the rule will tell him which, if any, of the actors 

committed to the activity are to be decommissioned, what new ones, if any, are 

to be commissioned, and what attributes arc to be recorded on the newly constituted 

N^^:;^^:;^ :^^^^^y^ •v- 
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actor sot as a function of the attributes contributed by the actors that 

participate, and as a function of whatever side conditions are assumed to govern 

the activity.   Upon completion of these changes, the simulator may represent the 

completion of engagement for the actors in the activity by moving the tokens, one- 

by-one, out of the square to their appropriate circles.   If, in a given situation as 

represented by a distribution of tokens Dn the net, all requirements for the taking 

place of two activities are met, and a particular actor is required in both, only one 

of these activities can now take place - i.e., a single actor cannot b^ committed 

•to two activities at the same time. 

This description of simulation activity is obviously not yet formally 

complete, but it is sufficient to make clear the principal property of net 

representation relative to system dynamics   -   as follows. 

Suppose that at some stage of simulation a particular actor A has a 

particular attribute X.   How can this fact ciffect the subsequent attributes of other 

actors in the organization?   To begin with, only actors who may become committed 

to an activity in which A also participates can possibly be affected by it.    If and 

when such another actor B comes to possess an attribute Y which, at least iu part, 

depends on the attribute X which A possessed, some other actor who co-participates 

with B in an activity may come to possess an attribute Z which depends, in part, 

on Y dnd thus, in part, on X.   Recursive application of this form shows that tne 

effect of attribute X of A can only propagate along connected paths of the net - 

fr.om circle to square, to circle to square, etc.   This is, in respect to system 

behavior, the basic meaning of the structure of connection represented in a net. 
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C. Directed Nets, and g First Use of Net Mappings 

Let us now restrict our attention to nets with token games that have 

the following property: 

Cl 

.1 If the taking place of activity   a   ever results in commissioning 

on actor to play role   r , then every taking place of activity   a 

which involves role   r   at all, must result in such a commissioning. 

.2 If the taking place of activity   a   ever results in de-commissioning 

an actor who plays role   r , then every taking place of activity   a 

which involves role   r   at all, must result in such a de-commissioning. 

Property Cl means that we can meaningfully adopt the following now 

notation in role-activity nets. 

C2 

• 1 

.2 

D—O 

D*—O 

.3       D 
ko 

activity   a   is initial to role   r - 
I.e., may result in commissioning 
an actor to play role   r 

activity   a   is terminal to ro ?   r - 
I.e., may result in de-com    ssioning 
an actor who plays role   r 

activity   a   is medial to role   r - 
i.e., is an activity in which an actor 
playing role   r   may participate 

r. n 
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Property Cl guorontces thnt C2.1 - .3 Is n partition of the activities of 

a role. 

The cllftcrences in messenger behavior described in exairples D'l. 1 - .A 

were represented by differences ii. token games, all played on a ringle net (the 

net shown in B4.1).   We will now represent these difference;  by constructing a 

series of different nets in all of which a single rule for the token game can be 

used.   We will do this by breaking the messenger role up into smaller constituent 

roles, and breaking the activities up into smaller constituent activities. 

C3.       A messenger   M   picks up messages from   A   for delivery to   B   or   C , 

depending on the addresr on the message; after delivery, he is prepared 

for a new message pick-up. 

We may model the context of this description as a role   M   with three 

activities:   message pick-up from A; messagu delivery to B; message 

delivery to C. 

p - pick-up frcm A 

b - deliver to  D 

C  - deliver tu  C 

. ^ ^ -• v 
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C3.1 shows us two nets - one drawn light and, therefore, to be called   £ , 

and one drawn dark and, therefore, to be called  /)  .   The physical arrangement 

of the two nets expresses a mapping of J£ to /?   , a mapping with the following 

properties: 

C4 

. 1 Each role of a£   Is mapped to a role of   & 

.2 Each activity of =£   is mapped to an activity of $ 

.3 If a role and an activity are connected in  :£   , then 

their images are connected in   /^ 

This mapping is a net homoi.-.orphism and it is a special case of 

continuous maps with respect to net topology, as defined by C.A, Petri (see 

APPENDIX). 

What token game en  £ corresponds to the token game defined in 

C4.1 for Z1   ?    In  ^ we have three token types - representing actors in roles 

p, b, and c.   The slates with characters are now everywhere superfluous.   Any 

actor in role   p   can participate in activities A. or A_ ; if he so participates, he 

is de-commissioned. 

The taking place of activity  A     always results in the commissioning 

of an ar:tor to play role   b   while the taking place of activity  A«   always results 

in the commissioning of an actor to play role c ; any actor ir role   b   can 

participate In   B     which, if it takes place, results in the de-commissi -ning of 

that actor and the commissioning of an actor to play role   p ; analogously, for 

role   c   and activity   C.   . 
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14. 

Althouqh not ^  with tho token gamo as Just defined represents the 

accomplishment of tho messenger function, it does this with the help of three 

roles and, correspondingly, three sets of actor specialists who each do their 

bit.   That these bits ar • bits of a single total performance is expressed by the 

mapping of all three roles of :£  to the single role of /.r .   We can now express 

this meaning dynamically by a modification of the token game as just described - 

namely, to use a single token type for all three roles of / . a type which represents 

the role   M   in   ^   .   Now we can say of activity  A     that <ts taking place results 

in an actor   M   losing his commission to play role   p   and an actor   M   gaining a 

commission to play role   b .   Since we can only recognize an actor by his attributes • 

in the present case, only the attribute   M - we may as well say that in activity 

A     an actor   M   switches from role   p   to role   b .   Thus, in each of the activities 

of ;£ an actor   M - i.e., a messenger - switches from one role to anotl cr, roles 

which collectively may be termed sub-roles of the messenger role. 

Analogously we may render B4.2 thus: 

C5 .1 

.V.V.V-V. ^ ' ^-^«-•^-•f*-^*-"^-'-'^■■'-•."•^•.'A.,.\ >-• »■•'■^■•w'.^'^-"'.--'./-''.-!.'."---'A.,'f.--,.^j--r--j."»-<^-rV-.^•r^.\^-,,v..--• ^.\^^V</^-.'»--'*.<J-''K.'.'^.-'^.'."^^^.-.'^J_'.V'.'»J 
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! and IM.3 thus: 

.2 

and B4 .4 , as applied to B4 . 3   , thus 

'it is :ntcrcttlng tn note that, to rt-presnnt this ense as a ml with a single to\r   M , while? taking eonventlonR 
C     Into occounl, one |v.>f.t split the ocllvlty   Qjj    Into two activities - delivery and non-delivery - with the 
l  suit: 
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Notice that the dynnmlcs assoclntcd with all of the light nets in 

C3 and C5 have the follov/ing characteristic in common. 

C6.       The taking place of an activity depends on the availability of an actor 

in each role to whicli the activity is terminal or medial and on nothing 

else.   Upon completion, one actor is made available in each role to 

which the activity is medial or initial, and in no other role. 

In nets with directed arcs drawn according to conventions C2, C6 yields 

the standard Petri net firing rule as described in A5 of chapter 2. 

Relative to every role-activity net  B   with token games as described above, 

one can construct a directed Petri net  a£ and a net homomorphism which maps   a? 

to   $    (as in C3 and C5) and maps the standard Petri net token game in  sf to the 

token game in   /^  .   In this chapter we will not express the content of this remark 

in a mathematically acceptable manner, but we will illustrate its content with our 

closing example. 

We will model a chain of transmitters which pa^s messages - either 

a's   or   b's   -   from one to the next. 

k>.-:N\viv-:vv>^wv^vL äV\/.V.<*^ 
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C7. 

rj ■»    bi I 1 

© 

a 

We will assign a simple nctor to 
each transmitter role.   The slate of 
an actor in role 
three characters: 

T    can bear one of 

r      -    ready to receive 

a      -    ready to transmit an   a 

b      -    ready to transmit a   b 

b2,r3 "* b3'r2 s 

Next to each square in the net 
appear the slate rewriting rules when 
a set of actors engage in the activity. 
Each line next to the square represents 
a possible case for the activity - what 
actors with what attributes are re- 
quired, and what new slate contents 
are produced.   In activity 1 the 
simulator must decide on the basis of 
a side condition which part of the rule 
to apply. 

a*   -♦   r 
b,   -»   * : Q 

tettti&l^^ 
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■oAx T. 

In thir figure the dprk net   -tv . , 

and the Uaht net  ^ „   relnto    to 

one another exactly rr the net" 

^  end   &    in C^ anci CS. 

() 
A 

HI 
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In .1 we represented the passing of messages,   a   or  b , as meetings betv/oen 

pairs of transmitters.   We can also think of these activities as meetings between 

messages and ready signals.   For this purpose, we will define three roles - a , 

b , and r .   Actors who play these roles - the role of an  a      message, the role of 

a    b    message and the role of A.    ready signal - will have attributes representing 

their positions,    1, 2, or 3 . 

.3 

ir-   lb 

h ■* \ 
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.4 

We will refer to the dark net in this figure as     ^   4  •     The light net in this 

figure Is identical to  ^ ?   in .2 . 

*. -V. 
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\r*\n'.T\r>i\r 

We can regard the mopping of ^-   to   /?. .   and the mapping to   $     , 

as associating with each role In  /.   two labels:   the name of the role to which 

It maps In  /I _   and the role to which it maps In  /i      .   The following figure 

shows  ^ _   with these labels associated with Its roles. 

C8. 

Tla 

T„ a 

T. a 

d cfvb 
\ / \ / 

T   b 

T„ b 

T„ b 

Each role in C8 is uniquely labeled, and the labels express the moanlnr of these 

roles with reference to   /J*       and    &- *  •   If we now play the intended token gome 

on C8 with nine token types - one per role - and regard the type as composed of 

two labels, we could interpret the simulated behavior in at least the following 

.V^-n... ....  ■■/-.'-■/■■,•-.■.. .■ '•• V V   ■""-' '•' '■' '•' V  V"   " V '•■ V V V ■«*-"«" V  -• '.■ "-• '-• "< ".■ V ".• V 's ',' 's 
-v -'■'- ^ 
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two ways:   actors of types T.  , T- , and T     which, as a rccult of Interaction, 

switch between roles   a, b and   r ; actors of types   a, b and   r  which, as a 

result of interaction switch between roles   T.  , T- , and T    . 

The roles   T    , !_  , and T     have no initial or terminal events, while the 

roles   a , b   and   r  do.    (Referring to   ^      we note that activity 1 is terminal to 

r  and is Initial to   a, activity 1' is terminal to   r   and initial to b, activity 4 is 

terminal to   a   and initial to   r , activity 4'   is terminal to   b   and initial to   r .) 

Thus, in the token game C8, the actors of types   a  , b   and   r   not only switch 

between roles   T    , T    , and T    . but are also occasionally de-commissioned, 

while occasionally new ones are commissioned.   This corresponds to the inter- 

preted reality that we have represented an open segment of a message transmission 

line into which new messages flow from en unrepresented source and disappear to 

an unrepresented destination - and th? same for control signals. 

There is an interesting difference to ncte as between the token gome C7 

and the token game C8 interpreted as actors of types   T    » T    , and T     switching 

between roles   a , b , and   r .   In C7,   a1  , a2 , a        b      t)    / ^ / and   r    , 

r„ , r    are simply nine different characters.   In the context of C8, we have a 

formal interpretation for the intent that   a , in the context of   T     is the same as 

a   in the context of  T    , and   a   in the context of   T    - and similarly for   b   and   r . 
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PREFACE 

In this paper we apply rcle-actlvity nets to the analysis of a 

computerized financial information system.   For this purpose we can specialize 

the idea of lole to that of agency as defined in the body of the report.   The system 

described is the Public Finance Subsystem, developed primarily by Westinghouse 

for the City of Dayton, under Contract H-1215 from the Department of Housing and 

Urban Development.   Our intent is to clarify how the various pieces of the Dayton 

System fit together to get an idea of what modifications might be possible or 

desirable with respect to its use by other cities. 

The material presented here is a synthesis which draws mainly on the 

contributions of A.W. Holt and C.A. Petri, but also substantially on work of 

M. Hack, M.W. Marean, J.M, Myers, and P.M. Shapiro.   What is presented is 

an introduction to a body of methods related to Pngmatic Analysis of Pet-" and 

Communications Mechanics of Holt.   While no substantial mathematical apparatus 

appears here, the mathematically inclined reader might correctly surmise that 

such an apparatus is coming into being.   Indeed, an axiomatic foundation and a 

substantial body of theorems already exists. 



A2. 

INTRODUCTION 

To begin, let us draw a square to represent the Dayton System, more- 

or-less as represented by the Westlnghouse documentation, and a circle to 

represent the City agencies and activities which must interact with that System, 

and without which the System would have no meaning. 

Dayton 
System 

Figure Al:   Grossest level of representation of 
Dayton System in contact with City agencies and 
activities . 

The "Dayton System" as presented by Westlnghouse is essentially a 

package of computer programs, forms, and manual activities which imply the 

participation of various agencies of the City of Dayton, that City now viewed 

as an organization of people acting as agents in activities with each other and 

with the "Dayton System" .   Because of this implication, we have drawn the link 

in Figure Al to show information exchange.   The highlighting of this link is the 

main resist of Figure Al. 

^^y;:^::^ ■.    ■'^::;^;cv::>vv:^>yv^;j 
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K A3. 

To bot*or understand the r.ystem, wc can pursue Us anatomy.   Wer.tliujhousc 

divides the Doyton System into nine components.    Many of these components are 

In turn divided Into .smaller units called applications .    rive of the components arc 

docuri.~nted; four will not be documented for several more months.    Botn components 

and applications are organized In terms of programs and files .   A program belongs 

to only one application and hence to only one component.   A file may be created, 

accessed, or updated by several applications In one or several components.   There 

are around 120 files In the five documented components, and of these,  16 arc used 

by more than one component.   By analyzing the documentation, which Includes 

tables of files used by programs and procrams using files, we can expand Tigure A] 

to Figure A2. 

Figure A3:   Expansion of Dayton System into documented 
components linked by files.    (See Key on next page.   Wavy 
lines denote unknown connections involving components not 
yet documented .) 

iiüi-i i- -i- 'i-'i yy'j&\^-'&t&^ 
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Key to Flguros 

AD Accounting Disbursing Component 

AD.190 Program FADPS190 which, according to AD file index, creates 

the General Ledger Traroactlon Table (FADFDS31) but which is 

not mentioned in projram descriptions 

AD.935 Program FADPU935 which, according to the AD file index, creates 

the General Ledger Account Translation Table (FADFDS06) but which 

is not mentioned in program descriptions 

FP Planning, Programming and Budgeting Component 

FP.910 Table Update Maintenance Program FrPPU910 which creates the 

Account Validation file (FFPFDS20) from input cards without 

contacting any other files in the system 

FP-910 The PPB component not including FP.910 

PP Payroll/Personnel Component 

PP.SM Supplementary Maintenance Application of Payroll/Personnel 

Component 

# 

PP-SM Payroll/Personnel Component not including Supplementary 

Maintenance 

PU Purchasing Component 

TR Treasury Management Component 



A5 

TR.CW Payroll Check Write Application of the Treasury Management 

Component 

TR-CW Treasury Management Component not including Payroll Check 

Write 

TX, CA, Taxation, Cost Accounting, General Revenue Accounting, 
RA' UB and Utility Billing Compor ^nts not so far documented 

FILES 

501 FTRFAS01 Start-End Check Numbers 

R02 FPUFDR02 Encumbrance 

502 FADFDS02 Warrant Detail (specifies warrants to be written) 

P03 FADFDP03 Accounting Transactions (feeds transactions Into 

AD component from Payroll, Purchasing, and Treasury components) 

SO^. FPPFDS04 Payroll Check and Register (conveys all information 

except check number to the TR.CW application for the writing 

of paychecks) 

S06 FADFDS06 General Ledger Account Translation Table 

109 FADFDI09 General Ledger 

Sll FADFDS11 Outstanding Warrants 

■>■ .■ .• •■ •" •* ^'.* v v ^* ." •■, v ""-"■•"" "Vv" *'■ V"'"'V "^'A."J'> *"***"•" "1 ■",J,"W «V>^J,^ •''"N »^ »v ■<"•"■ •""^•"'J«^ *• ^''•"'»'">* ^'*», *'" \', 
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S18 FPU PDS 10 Rcqulslclo.) Master 

S20 FFPFDS20 Account Validation (used to check thai charges are 

to combinations of Fund, Organization, and PPBS code stated 

as valid by, presumably, the Director of Budget 

R30 FADFDR30 Liquidation (linked to Encumbrance File R02) 

S31 . FADFDS31 General Ledger Transaction Teble 

S33 FADFDS33 Accounts Payable Suspense (holds accounts-payable 

records in suspense until due for payment) 

584 FPPFDS84 Fund Translation Table (produced by PP.SM to hold 

titles of funds corresponding to fund codes; used by AD, PU, 

and TR components in producing reports) 

585 FPPFDS85 Organization Translation Table (produced by PP.SM 

to hold organizational titles corresponding to organizational 

codes; used by AD component) 

586 FPPFDS86 Classification Translation Table 

592 FPPFDS92 PPBS Translation Table 

593 FPPFDS93 Object of Expense Translation Table 

395 FPPFDS95 Position Master 

I 
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i A7. 

Much less Inforrr.atlon is documented concerning the anato/ny of the 

Clt^' agencies and activltius.   Westlnghouso asserts that the reason for this 

lack Is that the Dayton System Is supposed to be widely applicable and not 

particular to the City of Dayton.   However, In order to understand the Dayton 

System even in principle at least some of the City structure must be reconstructed. 

I'or example, it is only in reference to a pattern of authority and responsibility 

that the assignment of some functions to some components make sense.   These 

assignments could in no way be determined functionally.   An adequate reconstruction 

requires more information than is available from the documentation.   However, a 

rough beginning can be made by examining the signatures required on various 

input forms, the titles of output reports, and the remarks of a general explanatory 

nature distributed throughout the documentation.   In Figure A3 we represent the 

City agencies directly alluded to in the documentation by dotted circl3s.   To keep 

the picture as simple as possible, we contract the files shown in figure A2 into 

a single circle, shown solid.     The documentation implies but does not fully 

define certain activities among the City agencies.   These activities shown in 

Figure A3 as dotted squares.   It is clear that administrative departments, such as 

Personnel, Payroll, and Purchasing need to be injected into the picture at least 

as buffers for the Departments and probably for other functions.   However, we 

are making a picture only of what the documentation states or implies and the 

documentation does not define more than is shown in Figure A3. 

£££££ti^^ ^vrt^ta^-to: ><^ 
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,.~i 

V-/ 
/Remaining     x 

/Clt/ Aqnpcler. \ 
* U 

Activities      / 

/■'\ 

Figure A3;   Partial expansion of City Agencies and Activities 
in connection with the Dayton System. 

^■C^VK-^VOW C-äV^:^^^^VS:^^^V^ 
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Flow from City agencies Into compDnents of the Dnyton System 

typically takes the form of documents to be key punched:   requisitions, time 

cards, etc.   Flow from the components to the agencies consists of pay checks, 

edit reports, management reports, etc.   The reports produced by each component 

are listed in the Westinghouse documentation, under 'Output Reports" for each 

application of each component. 

Mappings 

Figures Al, A2, and A3 are all related to each other.   We can and shall 

develop other related pictures.   These relations can ue understood in terms of 

mappings between nets.   By a net, we mean a picture consisting of circles and 

squares with arrows from circles and squares and arrows from squares to circles . 

Whichever the arrow direction, we will say such a circle and square are connected. 

The smallest net has one circle and one square.   No circle or square may stand 

alone without being connected to anything.   Where we have drawn pictures with 

double-headed arrows, these are to be interpreted as shorthand for a pair of 

arrows, one going one way and the other going the other way.   Where wiggly lines 

are used around a rquare or circle, these mean that the square or circle is connected 

but that we do not , at ihe moment, know how. 

Ea^h picture entails a set consisting of its squares and circles.   By 

a mapping between pictures we mean a mapping, in the usual algebraic sense, 

from one such set to the set corresponding to a second picture. 
■ 

It Is easy to define a topology on nets.   The closure of any subset is 

that subset together with any squares to which it Is connected.   Hence, closed 

subsets are connected only to circles, and open subsets are connected only to 

squares. 

fry/y^/sy/jn.^^ 
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The rn£ii)plngs of Interest are all continuous mappings In the sense that 

the inverse image of an open set must be an open set.   Less formally, continuous 

Implies that if a mapping puts a square into a circle, then it must put all the 

circles connected to the square into the : ame circle.   Continuous also precludes 

losing any connections by breacing them.    Mappings are classified by Petri in 

terms of properties preserved by the mapping.   A mapping may be open, closed, 

quotient, surjective, injective, s-s, t-t, folding, or several of the above, or 

none of the above.   These are defined as follows: 

open If the image of any open set is open; 

closed if the image of any closed set is closed; 

quotient if both open and closed; 

s-s if circles map only into circles; 

t-t if squares map only Into squares; 

■ folding if s-s and t-t; 

injective and surjective have their usual algebraic mearing. 

To the above list I find It convenient to add two specializations: 

square bundle for a surjtctive folding which is bijecilve with 

respect to circles; 

circle bundle for a surjective folding which Is bijective with 

respect to squares. 

A square bundle pastes squares together without breaking any arrows, 

and leaves circles unchanged.   A circle bundle pastes circles together without 

changing squares. 
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All. 

These properties of mappings are not Independent; their relations to 

each other can be seen In the following diagram. 

For fhls diagram and no other In this report, an arrow moans Implies 

closed 

Figure A4:   Relations between properties of continuous mappings 
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The following sketches Illustrate some of the types of mappings. 

Surroundings that arc Implied by single-ended links are assumed to be the 

sane In both range and domain nets. 

maps to -i 
,il 

closed, surjoclive 

maps to —K     T open,  surjective 

-KD-n 

KIMJ-^ 

maps to 

Figure A5:   Examples of Continuous Mappings 

circle bundle 
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Figure A5 Continued 

maps to 

square bundle 

0*D rraps to CMJ 
injection 
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There Is no continuous mapping from Figure A2 to Figure A3, but 

the two figures are obviously related.   The relation Is seen from the fact that 

both Figures A2 and A3 map to a common finest coarser net, and from a common 

coursest finer net.   The finest courser net is obtained by circle bundling of the 

solid circles of Figure A2 into a single circle or by circle bundling of the dotted 

circles of Figure A3 into a single circle.   The coarsest finer net is obtained by 

representing the files as in Figure A2 and the City Agencies and Activities as in 

Figure A3. 

A picture of a system is not to be thought of in isolation, but rather in 

terms of a category of such pictures.   One might say that each particular picture, 

for a given system, represents a point of view.   For example, there is no end to 

the variations we could develop from Figure   A2 and A3.   We could represent 

resources such as the computer hardware, for instance by representing a processor 

as an agency (circle). 

Synchronization 

There is a shortcoming with the pictures as so tar displayed; one cannot 

tell what activity is supposed to be complete before what other activity or 

activities begin.   The synchronization can be portrayed by placing a token on 

each link of the net, and by providing appropriate rules and interpretations for 

the moving of such tokens.   In this note, we consider only tokens of a single 

color.   However, we note in passing that by using more than one color it is 

possible to portray not only synchronization, but also decisions and information 

flow. 
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In either case the rule Is that when the lost token moves to the circle end 

of its link, a token is moved away from the circle on the next link.   We call 

a circle with this rule an ordered circle.   In other words, the ordered circle 

exercises its links one at a time in a regular cyclic order.   In all the cases 

I have seen where it is desirable to have a different rule for a circle, that 

rule can be expressed by viewing the circle having arisen from a mapping that 

took an open fagment of net composed of ordered circles and squares into the 

given circle. 

For example. Figure A2 contains a circle representing a bundle of files 

S84, S85, S92, and S96.   The circle has one incoming arrow and three outgoing 

arrows.   The files are in this case table .   PP has the opportunity to update these 

files once during each cycle of operation.   After that opportunity, whether or not 

PP uses it, AD, PU, and TR have the opportunity to read the files.   It does not 

matter in what order the readers read, but it doe?; matter that opportunities for 

reading alternate with opportunity for PP to write.    (Note that it is the opportunities 

which have to be synchronized; for synchronization it does not matter whether or 

not an opportunity is taken or not.)   The appropriate rule is that if the last foken 

not near the circle moves in along an output arrow, the token on the input arrow 

is to be extended away from the circle.   If the last tcken not near the circle moves 

In on the input arrow, then move a_n the tokens on output arrows away from the 

circle.   This rule is equivalent to viewing the circle for S84, etc. , as mapped 

from a fragment as shown: 
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mapped from 

riqure A7:   Expression of fan-out rule. In terms of ordered 
circles 

The dots represent the positions of an Initial marking.    In general, the playing 

of a token game from some Initial marking (I.e., placement of the tokens) will 

not produce all possible markings.   Hence an initial marking determines a 

marking class. 

M. Karr has called to my attention that the left and right parts ol 

Figure A7 do not mean quite the same.   The return of the token to PP for the left 

part means that, so far as the files are concerned PP can write again, but also 

that the files have been read by AD, PU, and TR.   In the right part of Figure A7 

the latter meaning is not strictly conveyed; the operation is buffered.    If the 

stricter meaning Is meant, we require something like a return p^th: 
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Figure A8:   Expression of fan-out, including confirmation 
of reception 

In marking Figure A8 I have used an observation of Marean that for 

an ordered circle one may consider the links as belonging to the circle and 

use only one mark per circle.   This is because for an ordered circle, only 

one mark is ever away from the circle so it is the only one tha+ needs to be 

tracked. 

ml 
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For purposes of analyzing the Dayton System, the meaning expressed 

In Figure A7 Is adequate and describes the firing rule which -.o shall apply 

whenever, in connection with this analysis, we draw a circle with one arrow 

in and several out.   By reversing all the arrows in Figure A7 wo obtain the firing 

rule for the kind of fan-In that is meant for file P03 In Figure A?.,   As well as 1 

can surmise from the documentation, the P03 file is partitioned into what is in 

effect three files so that PP,  PU, and TR write in disjoint parts of it, so that 

the order of writing does not matter.   If this surmise is correct, then the filing 

rule (i.e., the rule for moving tokens away) for P03 is obtained by viewing PÜ3 

as a contraction: 

mapped from 

Figure A9:   Fan-in showing alternation between three concurrent 
Inputs and a single output 
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If the surmise Is not correct, we can still represent the behavior, 

for example, if consultation with Westinghouse shows that the order of writing 

strictly matters, we have only to consider the circle for P03 to be an ordered 

circle. 

Figure A2 contains double headed arrows as short hand for a pair of 

oppositely direct arrows.   For the Dayton System, the reason for the doublo 

direction is to represent an update operation on a file where the file is first read 

and then written in.   Such an update necessarily involves internal storage in the 

program; that is, the program contains both a file and internal sequencing.   Boih 

the storage and sequencing can readily be represented.   For example, the firing 

rule for the Sll circle of Figure A2 is expressed by viewing Sll as an ordered 

circle and TR as contracted from TR' and TR" as shown In Figure A10. 

is shorthand 
for 

AD 

© 

TR 

mapped from 

AD 

Figure Aid:   Expression of firing rule for update in terms 
of ordered circles 
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As a practical trick, one gets the same result by Ignoring the heads 

on the arrows of Sll, S33, and S02/I09, and just firing those circles as though 

they were ordered.   The advantage of the mapping approach Is two-fold.   First 

it makes it more clear why such i   short cut is acceptable, and second it provides 

an approach for expanding TR, etc., in more detail. 

We can show an example of how a marking represents a marking class 

and hence a pattern of synchronization.   Figure A2 contains a fragment as shown 

in Figure All. 

Figure All;   Fragment of Figure A2 to show effect of marking class 

^ 
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If tokens ore placed on the pocitlons marked   •   and  ©    , then the 

firing rule produces the cyclic order of firing of programs:   PP, AD, PU and 

back to PP.   If instead the tokens are placed on the positions marked   e    and 

0      , then the other cyclic order is produced:   PP, PU, AD and back to PP. 

Hence, a system is described not by a net alone, but by a net in combination 

with a marking class .    For that combination we use the expression marked net. 

(We surmise that the Dayton System is intended to operate according to the second 

cyclic order.) 

Scrutiny of Figure A2 shows there is no way to mark it so that a reasonable 

pattern of operation ensues.   Re-examination of the documentation shows that 

FP is actually two disjoint parts, PP.910 which needs to run just prior to PP, and 

FP-910 which needs to run after PP.   In Figure A12 we show this, along with a 

little disection of AD, PP and TR which will be discussed shortly. 
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For lock of detailed knowledge about how the Dayton System lr, tied 

into the City of Dayton, wo choose the firing rule for the "City Agencies and 

Activities" of Figure Al2 to be that normally associated with a program.   The 

first move from the initial marking shown is thus to radiate out all the tokens 

shown around the dotted circle.   In this special case, the implied ordering can 

also be shown by a PERT chart with a feedback loop.   In general, the marked 

graph has the advantage of handling cycles of actions where actions from one 

cycle may overlap those of another. 

Figure A12 does not display choice but, as we mentioned earlier, the 

Idea of coloring the tokens and adjusting the firing rule to include changing 

colors brings choice Into tha picture.   For example, not every day is payday. 

With colored tokens we can let black coming out of TR.CW represent paychecks 

and white represent the effect of an opportunity that was not taken with respect 

to paycheck generation. 

It is instructive to map Figure Al2 to a grosser picture.   The interesting 

feature is that if we want to preserve a token game we can go to a much grosser 

picture than A2 but we cannot sensibly merge FP.910 with FP-910.   Figure A13 shows 

what might be called the grossest level of mapping that is still instructive with 

•.espect to synchronization. 
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TR-CW 
PP-SM 
PU 

AD.190 
AD,935 

TR.CW 
rp-9ic 
AD 

Figure Al3:   Grosser map of Figure A12 

It should be noted that the operation implied by Figure Al3 is more 

constrained than that implied by Figure A12.   When one needs to see the 

maximum freedom available in synchronizing a system, one needs to go to 

the finest level of representation.   It appears from Figure Al 3, and the 

separation of FP into FP.910 and FP-910 that one thing Westlnghouse did nol 

have In mind when deciding what properly made up a component, was 

synchronization. 
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The Connoction of Parts to One Another in System Contexts 

A.   The Relation of Influence 

We are dealing with systems of interacting parts.   We assume thai 

the parts and their relations of interaction are the system.   Thus, so long as 

the system persists, so do its parts. 

Al. We assume that at any (system) time it may be validly asserted of each 

of its parts that it is either in some one state, or that it is in transition 

from one state to another. 

A2.        We assume that any given behavior of a part in its system context is 

completely characterized by a sequence of state transitions, and that 

all of its behavioral possibilities may be characterized by a state 

transition graph. 

A3.        We assume that the effect of an interaction between two-or-more parts 

is a change-of-state of each of these parts.   Thus, an interaction consists 

in a set of state transitions.   Two transitions that belong to the same 

interaction are s^id to be coincident . 

A4.       We assume that every state transition belongs to one and only one 

interaction between two-or-more parts. 

This assumption may be usefully weakened to:   every state transition 
belongs to one or more interactions between two or more parts. 

i'-mm,mmm,,m-9 l     Ti 
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Thus It Is clear that interactions can be modeled as Petii net events 

with an equal number of states into and out of the event   -   a ready-state and 

a done-stntc for each partner in the Interaction.   If   e   is such an event, then 

*e   is the set of ready-states, and   e*   is the set of done-states of the inter- 

action.   Given a state   s   of a part   P   we call   s*   the set of next-possible 

transit:ons   and    *s   the set of last-possible transitions for the part   P   in state 

s .    Because   P   is represented by a state transition graph,  assertions of the form 

't is next-possible for   P'   or   't    is last-possible for   P'    -   specify the state 

of  P .   Since evary transition is part of one and only one event, we can also 

talk of next-possible events instead of next-possible transitions without confusion. 

We will now consider what can be deduced about the taking place of 

events from the holding of states. 

Assumption A4 has the following consequence: 

AS.        The fact that an event is next-possible  'or part   P   can never guarantee 

that it takes place.   Since, in the event, at least two partners interact, 

it must also be next-possible for at least one other part. 

The following two examples help to show how this is meant. 

A6.        .1 That my state change as a result of getting a message out of 

a mailbox depends not only on my readiness to get it, but also 

on the presence of the message in the mailbox at the time that 

I attempt to get it. If I do get the message, both my state and 

the state of the mailbox will change. 

.2 That a clock pointer moves from 12 to 1 depends not only on its 

being at 12 beforehand, but on the spring being sufficiently wound. 

The taking place of the event changes both the state of the pointer 

and the state of the spring. 
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A7,        We may now ask:    if the transition   t, and hence event   e, is next pos- 

sible for part  A , what can make it certain that   e   does not take place ? 

It can only become certain when another partner, B, in the event   e 

enters a state which precludes its entering the ready-state for   e   while 

£   is still next-possible for  A .   Under these circumstances we say that 

the state of   B   excludes the transition   t   of  A .   We also say:   the 

transition   t   of A   is excluded if   t   is next-possible for A   and there 

exists a part whose state excludes the transition. 

We will presently discuss under what structural circumstances it 

can be known that the state of one part excludes the taking place of 

a transition in another part - and we will especially examine the 

question   in relation tj Petri nets.   Wnat emerges from the discussion 

thus far is this:   while the st^te of a part can never guarantee that an 

event take place, it can guarantee that an evnnt not take place.   Both 

halves of this statement derive from the fun   imental fact that the 

taking place of every event requires the cooperation of at least two 

partners.    (It takes two to tango; it takes only one to say no.) 

A8.        We may now ask:    if the transition   t   is next possible for part  A , 

what can make it certain that   t   takes place ?   Only when it is certain 

that: 

.1 The event to which   t   belongs is next-possible 

for every one of its partners. 

.2 All other next-possible transitions of all partners 

in the event are excluded. 

We can now consider how to define the exertion of influence of one part 

on the behavior of another.    If the behavior of a part in some state is to be subject 

to influence the state in question must lead to one of several transitions - i.e. , 

I  s*   I >1  .   Only in the choice between alternate transitions can behavioral differences 
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bo expressed, given that behaviors are characterized by state transition sequences 

(as per A2).   In particular, behavioral differences can not be expressed by the 

longer or shorter duration of the state of a part.    (Much of the difficulty of our 

subject as well as much of its potential power In application derives from this re- 

striction.) 

A9. Definition:   We say part B prevents the transition   t   of   part  A 

under exactly the following circumstances 

. 1 A   and   B   are partners In the event   e   to which   t 

belongs. 

.2 The event   e   Is next-possible for all of Its partners 

except   B . 

.3 The state of   B   excludes the event   e      (as per A7). 

A10.      Definition:   We say   B   influences the transition   t   of  A   under 

exactly the following circumstances 

.1 It Is certain that the event   e   to which   t   belongs 

takes place (as per A8). 

.2 There is a next-possible transition   t'   of  A   whlrh 

B   prevents (as per A9). 

Less formally, we can express the idea as follows:   one part influences the be- 

havior of another on a particular occasion if it is responsible for restricting the 

choice of next possible state transitions of the Influenced part.    Now given that 

a part engages in any next Interaction It Is clear that there must be some source 

of restriction as to Its alternate choices.   Since the part can only engage in one 

state transition at a time (see Al)  the taking place of a particular transition means 

the exclusion of the other possible transitions.    In that sense, the disabling of 

transitions Is necessary to the enabling of transitions - namely, the enabling of 

the next-possible transitions that are not disabled.    (The lack of disabling is il- 

lustrated by Buridan's Ass who while hungry stands at equal distance between two 

equally attractive bundles of hay and ... starves to death.) 
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B.   Steps Towards Pctrl-not Models of Influencing 
< 

It is a prime objective of a theory of systems, to moke possible the tracing 

of influence from part to part - in other words to calculate whether a change in 

behavior of one part results in a change of behavior of some other part - possibly 

distant from the first - and if so, to characterize the change of behavior of the 

affected part.   Furthermore, it is common for the relations of influence to be mutual 

and for this reason difficult to characterize.   We will now describe some steps 

towards the building of Petri net models in which relations of influence are subject 

to calculation. 

Bl. Complete and Incomplete System 

We may model an interaction between system partners with the idea that 

not al] the partners in the interaction lie within the system be-'ng modeled. 

We call such an interaction incomplete within the system.    If modeled as 

a Petri-net event, such events must be formally designated os incomplete, 

for without such designation the possible behaviors of the system cannot 

be properly characterized.   A particularly easy and useful method of 

designation is to associate with each event   e   an . integer   n   which 

specifics how many parcners interact in it.   Then, if   | "e j = | e' I <n , 

we know that   e   is incomplete within the system, and we al.-.o know how 

many partners are missing.   Given a petri-net for which it is assumed 

that the number of partners in each event is the same, say   n , we can 

distinguish complete from incomplete events by comparing    j *e |   or 

le' I   v/ith   n ; if it is less than   n , the event is incomplete, and other- 

wise complete.    For Petri-nets in which there is no such assumption of 

uniformity, we will adopt the following graphic convention: 

. 1 I j      complete event 

.2 |\j      incomplete event 

We call a net complete if all of its events are complete.   A complete not 

represents a system which cannot influonco or be influenced by onvironmont. 

Thus, the majority of systems that are practically interesting are incomplete. 

However, the concept of a complete - or isolated - system, plays a 
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fundamental role in the development of the theory. Just as It does 

In physics.   That is the proper conceptual context in which to consider 

the assumptions about the propagation of influence, and its relation 

to part behavior. 
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Definitions Pertaining to 
Petrl Nets, States and Events and Behavior 

These pages introduce some useful basic concepts related to Petri Nets, 

and especially with respect to those Petri Nets that can be regarded as models 

of interacting parts . 

A. Petri Net Definitions and Notations 

Al.        A Petri Net is an ordered triple    <P, T, a)    where 

P   is a set of places 

T   is a set of transitions 

a   is a relation "leads to",   acPxfUTxP 

It is also assumed that    P n T = jef . 

A2.        A place marking of a Petri Net is a function of the places of  P   of a 

net into the non-negative integers   N . ' 

A3.        Given a Petri Net element    x e P U T , we define    x' - {y: xay} 

and     *x = { y: yax}   -   in other words, all the elements which   x 

leads to and all the elements which lead to  x . 
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A4.        Given an arbitrary subset of placaa   A   of the places   P   of a net, 

we define  A  to be the marking which assigns   1   to every place 

of A  and   0   to all other places (the characteristic function of  A ). 

A5.        Let  m   and   m'   and   t  be two markings and a transition of a Petri 

Net.   We define   mEOrn'   to mean 

.1 m >'t 

and        .2 m' = m - 't + t* 

and we say   m   leads to   m'   by firing   t   forwards.   Similarly we define 

m'^t] m    to mean 

A 
,3 m > t' 

and        .4 m' = m - t   +   t 

and we say   m   leads to   m'   by firing   t   backwards.   We notice that 

m^m'    (=>     m (t]m'    .   This depends on the fact that ^or all   m,    m_> 0 . 

A6. From this we get the following auxiliary definitions 

■ A 

.1 m[t> =  (am1)   (m[t)m,) t   is flrable at   m , forwards 

.2 mtOm'   =   (at)   (mCOm") m   leads to   m'   in one step 
forwards 

Each of these definitions and each of the definitions in A7 and A8 

has an exactly corresponding backwards equivalent. 
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A7.        Analogous to A5-6, we have for a sequence of transitions 

"-«vh'h V 

.1 m[o)Tn,  = 3    a sequence of markings 

<m   , m.,   .... m  _   >     suchthat    m[t^nij 

^   mi[ti+l
),ni+l    asä    mn-1[tn>m' 

.2 mCo) = (am1)   (m[a>m■) 

.3 m[->m,   a  (ao)   (m[o)m•) 

A8. .1 m 
1 Nm.   4 Ipm'   = mtt^tOm'    and    rntt'^m' 

.2 mlj.)   =  (am1)   (m^m1) t   and   t1   are forwards 
concurrent at   m 

.3 m^,   = m[t>   and    rnCf > t   and   t'   are forwards 
co-possible at   m 

.4 m[       ■ ni[tl     and    ~ m[t,> t   and   t'   are forwards 
alternative at   m 

A9. 

.1 The marking graph of a Petri Net    <P, T, a)    is the graph 

of the relation    m[- ^    . 

.2 The maximal connected subgraphs of the marking graph are 

called the marking classes of the net. 
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.3 A marking class   M   is called bounded If there exists a 

marking   b   such that    (Vm e M) (m < b) ;   it is called safe 

If    (Vrn e M) (m < P)  . 

.4 A marking class   M   is called live if:   (a)   the marking class 

is strongly connected. 

.5 A marked Petri Net is a pair    (N, M) ; v here   N   is a Petri Net 

and   M   is a marking class of   N .   Since the marking cltsses 

partition the markings a marked Petri Net can be specified by 

specifying the net and a marking of the net.   Thus     (N, m) 

where   m   is a marking, specifies a marked net.   The places and 

transitions of a marked net    <N, M)    are, of course, those of 

N . 

A10.      Subnets 

Given two nets,   N = <P, T, a )    and    N' = (P', T', a') , 

we say that    N" e N    if    P c P'    and    T s T"    and 

a c a' .   Thus, the subnets of a net form a boolean algebra 

and unions, and intersections are defined. 

All.      Given a nei    N = <P, T, a>    and a subnet    XGPUT    of its elements, 

we define a subnet of  N   as a function of  X ,   [x] = (P1, T', a'>   thus: 

.1 P' = X n P 

.2 T' = (X nT)   U {t e T:   ( Sp e P') (p(aUa) t ) ] 

.3 a' = a f P' x T' u T' x P' 

^aa^^^*^^^-^^ 
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Similarly wo define fXJ = <P" , T", a" >   thus: 

.4 T" =X ni 

.5 P" =X nPU  [p e P:   (3t e T") (p(au,a)t ) ] 

.6 a" =a j" P" x T" U T" x P" 

Al2.      Place and Transition Components 

Consider a Petri-net    N = (P, T, a )    ^nd a subset of its places   P' 

such that: 

.1 (Vt e T) ( |f n P' | -   I't HP' | ^ 1) 

We then call the subnet    P'     a place component.   Similarly, given 

a subset    T' c T    such that: 

.2        (vp e P) dp' nr | =   I'p HT' |< 1) 

wc call (TO   a transition component of the net. 

A place component decomposition of a Petri-net N=(P, T, a) is 

a set of place components which partition the states of the net. An 

event component decomposition is a set of event components wnich 

partition the events of the net. 
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A13.      Let   f  and   g   be two arbitrary functions which map the places of 

Petri Nets into the Integers.   We now define 

f o g   =    /    f(p)  g(p) (Inner product of the two functions) 

p eP 

A14.      Let    (N, M>    be a marked Petri Net, and   P'   the places of a place 

component.   Then: 

(Vm, m' e  M) (P'o (m-m1) = 0) 

Al5.      Therefore, we know, if   N   has a place component decomposition then 

all of Its marking classes are bounded. 

In particular, given a marking m such that mo P < 1 for each of 

the blocks of places P of its place components, we know that the 

marking class to which   m   belongs is safe. 

A16.      State/Event Nets 

Let    <N, M)    be a marked Petri Net with a place component decomposition 

{N ) , each with places   P   , and   (Vm e M) (P. o m = 1)  .   Such a marked 

net is subject to the following interpretations: 

.1 Each place component represents a part of a system.   The Petri Net 

places may now be interpreted as the possible slates of the parts, 

and the transitions of the place-component as the state transitions 

of the part.   Thus the behavioral possibilities of the part are 

represented as a state transition diagram, exactly in the sense in 

which that term has been used in the theory of Markov processes, 

or in automata theory. 
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2 The ports are linked to one another through shared transitions. 

The transition, seen in the context of the total Petri Net (rather 

than in the context of a single part) may now be interpreted as 

an event in which some number of parts interact.   The effect of 

the event on each of the participating parts is a state transition. 

.3 A marking of the net may now be interpreted as a total system 

state - technically, to be called a case.   The fact that for every 

marking   m   and every block   P   ,   m o p   = 1     is interpreted as 

meaning that in e^ ery case, every part is in one and only one 

state. 

.4 The relation    m[t/m'     now means:   case   m   leads to case   m' 

by an occurrence of the evem   t .   The only parts whose states 

can be different in   m'   than in   m   are those that interacted in 

the event. 

Nets that are subject to these interpretations will be called state/event 

nets and symbolized by    <S, E, a)   instead of    <P, T, a> .   In such 

nets, we will talk about state components and event components instead 

of place components and transition components. 
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B. System Behavior 

We can represent a possible behavior of a system by a marking   m 

and a sequence of events   o   such that    m[a) .   We will call such pairs   <m, o) 

firing sequences.   Under certain circumstances, we will wish to say that two 

distinct firing sequences represent the same system behavior.   There are two 

initially independent sources for such a firing sequence equivalence. 

Bl. Part-by-Part Equivalence 

A firing sequence    (m, o)    of a state/event net induces, in a natural 

manner, firing sequences on each of its parts,   TT.   -   namely, the firing 

sequence    (m,, o.)    where   m.   is just the state   rr,   which holds in   m 

and   a.   is the subsequence of events of   a which are state transitions 

of   TT.  .   We now define: 

.1 The firing sequences     <m, o)    and     (m1, o'>    are part-by-part 

equivalent iff for each part   rr   , <m , o> =   (m' , o'.) . 

From this follows at once:   if   <m, a>   and    (jr\',o')    are part-by-part 

equivalent then   m = m'  . 

B2.        Concurrency Equivalence 

t 

Two firing sequences that differ only by the relative ordering of 

concurrently possible firings should represent the same system behavior. 

Let    <m, a)    and    <m', o')    be two firing sequences with the following 

properties: 

rf" "." V V "-• V " / V "v "^ V V"'. 
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.1 m = m' 

9. 

.2 There exists an integer   1   such that 

o=   (e^e^ e3 ei'ei+l' en> 

and        o' =   (ej, e^, e^ e        . e 
1+1'    1 

e„> 
3 m[el, e2, e   ^m' 

.4 m' C1 > Lei+1 

Then we call the two sequences concurrency neighbors.   We call the 

transitive r losure of this relation concurrency equivalence between 

firing seqi ences. 

We now ask:   under what circumstances are concurrency equivalence 

and part-by-part equivalence the same relation? 

B3.        If    <m, o)   and    (m1 # o')   are part-by-part equivalent, then they 

are concurrency equivalent. 

Proof:   Let    o =   (e., e. e  )    and    o'   = <e'      e'      e'   , > • 

Part-by-part equivalence moans that the number of occurrences of each 

event in   a  must be the same as in   o'    .   Therefore,   o and   o'   are 

permutations of one another, and   a = n'  . 
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We will now show that If   o and   o'   agree In the first i-1 places, 

1 < I < n , then there exists a firing sequence   (m, p) which is 

concurrency equivalent to   (m    a')     and    p   agrees with   o in the 

first   1   places. 

Let   i   be the least index such that   e  ^ e'    .   If   rr is a part for 

which   e    is the kth transition in sequence   o then   e.   must also 

be the kth transition of   rr in   o'  .   Therefore, there must exist an 

index  J   such that 

.1        ey^ 

.2 j > i 

.3 For all   h , i < h < j ,   e '   is not a transition for   n 
-     — h 

Thus, none of the parts for which   e'.   ^s a transition have any of 

the events   e'     as transitions.   Since any two distinct parts are state- 

disjoint, it follows that for every event   e'    ,    'e ' n 'e '   =   *e ' n e'.*   = 0 
h n        j h        j 

and    e'  ' n 'e'    =   e'  * n e' ' = 0 . 
h j h j 

Therefore, if  m[e'   , e'     e' ) m'    and    m" [e.     , e.) m'     then 
I       • J J-l      J 

'['"> m 
L'-i 

Thus we can construct a concurrency neighbor of   (m, o')  -   call It 

(m, o")   where   o"   and   o'   differ from one another by the interchange 

e'      and    e'        .   If,   J-l >i , we can repeat the procedure - i.e.. 



i 
L" 

1 • . . 

construct a concurrency neighbo" of (m, o" ) - call it (m, a'") 

where a" and a'" differ from one another by the interchange of 

e"    9   and   e"        ; and etc., until we have obtained a concurrency 

equivalent of    <m, o') -   call it    (m, p) -   where the   p and   a 

agree in their first   i   positions. 

B4.        We will call a net    (P, T, a>   pure if    (Vp e P) ("p n p* = #)  . 

k «- 

B5.        Having in B3 established that part-by-part equivalence implies 

concurrency equivalence, we now ask if the implication also goes the 

other way.   The answer is:   it does, if the state/event net is pure. 

To see this, we need only convince ourselves that, if two firing 

sequences are concurrency neighbors, they must be part-by-part 

equivalent.   Suppose, therefore, that for the net    (S, E, a)    with 

marking   m ,  (ae  , e.  e E) (m[   1 ;), and we ask   if the firing 
1      z e2 

sequences    <m, <e  , e0> >   and    <m, (e., e  ))   are pert-by-part 
1 1 

equivalent.   If   'e.    and     *e_    are disjoint then the two sequences 

are certainly part-by-part equivalent.   On the other hand, suppose 

there exists an   (s e S) (s e *e    n 'e?) .   It is clear that   s   must 

hold in   m   and that it must hold after   e     fires, and that it must 

hold after  e?   fires.    This implies that    s e *e   n e'     and 

s c *e_ n e'   , a two-fold violation of net purity. 
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1. 

SUMMARY 

This pnpcr describes a method for generating a set of affine recurrence 

relations from a class of role-activity nets.   Since this class of role-activity 

nets is powerful enough to model interesting problems (involving both con- 

currency and choice), the method provides a link between nets as descriptive 

apparatus and existing mathematical techniques which can yield useful nontrlvial 

results pertaining to the net models. 

In the course of the paper we will define this class of role-activity nets; 

relate theso nets to Petrl nets and Marked Graphs by the use of net mappings; 

describe and illustrate how to produce a set of affine recurrence relations from 

these nets; and calculate dependency properties of the nets from these recurrence 

relations. 
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THE   CLASS   OF   RQLE-ACTJVITY   NETS 

Wc will now explain, In an Informal manner, what special class of 

role-activity nets we will employ.   These nets consist of roles (represented 

by circles) and activities (represented by boxes), interconnected in a way to 

be described, and with a set of rules, one per role, which define the effect of 

the activities by the use of boolean equations. 

Each role participates in exactly two activities:   this is represented by 

arcs between the role and each activity.   Exactly one of these arcs is directed, 

pointing at the activity and away from the role.   This suggests the direction of 

flow of influence in the net. 

The simplest net is: |     I Ch)—-\      | 

Each role simply alternates between the two activities it participates 

in.   When a role participates in the activity to which it points, it transmits the 

value it last received as a result of participating in its alternate. 

An activity takes place when all participants are on hand; some of them 

transmit values, the others receive new ones.   There is no restriction on the 

number of participants in an activity. 

^^••V
:
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2. 

Example of an Activity: D 
©' 

®. 

All of the roles that are connected to the activity by undirected arcs 

receive new values when the activity takes place.   These new values are 

determined by boolean expressions, one per role receiving a new value.   Each 

expression is a boolean combination of the values transmitted to the activity by 

the roles that point to it. 

Thus, in the above example of an activity:   when roles A, B, C and D 

are all prepared to participate, the activity takes place.   Using the role name 

also as a boolean variable which stands for the role's value, the effect of the 

activity is to set   C = e     and   D = e      where   e     and   e.   are boolean ex- 

pressions in A and B.   After the activity has taken place, roles A and B must 

next participate in their respective alternate activities; when these occur they 

will receive new values.   Roles C and D must next participate in their respective 

alternate activities; the values they have Just received will then be transmitted 

lo define new values for other roles. 

An activity which has no roles pointing at it is an input activity.   All 
■ 

roles which participate in it receive new values when the activity takes place. 

These new values are defined by boolean expressions on input variables.   An 

output activity is such that all_ roles participating in it point to it. 

. *■•. 'J 'J 
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3. 

'". r».   >   •, 

W-i '^ 
.>i 

D-© 
D-© ^ 

D-0-D 

In the above net, both A and B receive values from Input activiti  - . 

Thus the boolean expressions for A and 13 must be in terms of input variables 

The value of C is defined by a boolean expression in A and B.   This value is 

provided to an output activity. 

i 

i 
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NET   MAPPINGS 

These role-actlvlty nets always have a live-marking.    (By this we mean 

simply that there is at least one starting arrangement for roles such that all the 

activities can recur indefinitely many times.)   This can be easily understood by 

reference to Figure 1 which illustrates the mapping from these structures to 

Marked Graphs.   It is simple to demonstrate that the Marked Graph obtained by 

the mapping is always coverable by e set of basic circuits.   A theorem from marked 

graph mathematics allows us to conclude that the marked graph has at least one 

live safe marking class.   The mapping preserves activities and splits each role 

Into two roles, thus forming a basic circuit for each of the roles in the original 

structure. 

It is also possible to demonstrate via a mapping the existence of a live 

safe Petri net branched at both states and events for e^ery structure in this class 

of role-activity nets.   The mapping for this is illustrated in Figure 2.   Here, each 

role is split into three roles which form a stc'te component.   Two of these roles 

represent the two possible values that a role can transmit to an activity.   The 

third represents availability for participation in the activity that redefines the 

value of the role.   Unlike the mapping to Marked Graphs, which maps activities 

one-one, in this mapping each activity is split into   2     activities, where   n 

equals the number of roles that transmit to it; i.e., th3 number of roles in the 

original structure that point at the activity. 

In addition, each Input activity is split into   2     activities, whore   n 

equals the number of roles that participate in it. 
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5. 

The connections between roles and activities In the Petrl net are 

dictated by the boolean expressions.   In the resulting Petri net, all conflicts 

involve only input activities; the rest of the net is guaranteed conflict free. 

i'lviv^v-^;^^^:--^':v\>v•^:^-^^^    .. : v^v^:^--:/v-viz-::v/^ 
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Wc will now show how to generate a set of boolean equations for 

role-activity nets of the class we are considering.   These equations depend 

not only on the net and the transformation rules associated with the activities, 

but also on the initial marking of the net, which must be chosen to yield a live 

safe marking class. 

As in common practice, we will use subscripts on variables to represent 

th^ir change with time.   To set the equations up we will adopt the following 

convention: 

The initial value of a role variable will be subscripted '0' 

If, in the initial marking, the role is ready to transmit; 

otherwise, the subscript ' 1' will be used.   All input vari- 

ables will be subscripted '0' . 

This procedure permits us to re-express the equation for any variable 

completely in terms of variables with a '0' subscript.   These equations can be 

viewed as a set of boolean recurrence equations by replacing all '1' subscripts 

with '1+ 1' and all '0' subscripts by ' 1 * . 

The following example illustrates the procedure. 
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7. 

AN   EXAMPLE 

Persons X and Y wlsn to communicalo with person Z.   Z, however, cnn 

only receive one message at a time.   Thus we Introduce a communication discipline 

which guarantees that only one message will arrive at Z at one time.   To do this, 

we grant X's message priority:   If X Is sending a message, Y's message, if any, 

will be blocked.   Further, we provide a buffer for storing Y's message it it is 

blocked.   If Y attempts to send a new message while an old one still resides in 

the buffer, a message will be lost. 

Refer to System 1  (Figure 3) for the net and accompanying boolean equations 

that describe this situation.   The role G transmits the blocking signal that causes 

Y's message (if any) to be diverted to the buffer H.     B, C, E a.vü F are message 

transmitters.   As a starting condition, we chjose H    to represent the state of the 

message buffer (H    = 0 means the buffer Is empty) .    Input events determine whether 

X and Y wish to send messages, thus the equations for X and Y are expressed in 

terms of input variables. 
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AFFIN n   RFCURl^D M C E   R E LATJ PJ1S. 

Suppose, now, that X and Y try to send messages with frequencies 

defined by the independent fixed probabilities   a   and   ß , respectively.    In 

such a situation we might like to know what percentage of Y's messages are 

lost. 

To do this we use the boolean equations for the net to generate a linear 

recurrence equation which expresses the probability (h) that a message is in 

buffer H.    (Further in the text we will clarify the interpretation of this probability.) 

Once we have this, we can calculate the fraction of lost messages by multiplying 

the above probability by   ß . 

Referring to Figure 3 once again, we express   H     in terms of '0' 

subscripted variables.   This permits us to express the probability   Pr [H   1   in 

terms of Input probabilities and the probability of the buffer being occupied 

Initially.   By replacing the subscript T with 'i+l' and 'O' with 'i' and taking 

advantage of the fact that    a   and    0    are independent fixed probabilities, we 

obtain a recurrence equation for h.   This can be solved by standard procedures 

for such equations.   The solution then lets us calculate the fraction of lost 

messages, which depe ids only on the frequencies at which X and Y try to send 

messages (and not, for instance, on the probability h ) . 
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THE   METHOD 

In general, the method for generating the recurrence relations is 

as follows: 

1. The variable of Interest is expressed in terms of variables 

with '0' subscripts . 

2. This boolean equation is transformed into an equation in 

probabilities. 

3. If all of the probabilities are expressed in terms of 'nput 

variables and the variable of interest, and the inputs are all 

independent fixed probabilities, the equation can then be 

solved by the standard methods appropriate for recurrence 

equations . 

4. It may be that some of the probabilities involve logical 

expressions in terms of system variables other than the initial 

variable of interest.   (System 3, Figure 5, to be discussed 

shortly, illustrates this possibility.)     In this case, a boolean 

equation is generated from vhe original set of equations for 

each such logical expression.   Each new equation is converted 

into an equation in probabilities.   It can be proved that this 

process terminates, and that the resulting set of probabilistic 

equations is a set of affine recurrence equations.    (We offer no 

proofs in this paper.) 

Note:   To interpret the equations as recurrence equations, it is 

necessary to substitute Bvbscript '1+ 1* for '1', and '1' for '0'  . 

üMMMiMi^^ 
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MORE   EXAMPLES 

In System 2 (Figure A) we make a minor alteration in System 1,   Instead 

of granting X absolute priority for message sending, we insist that Y should not 

lose his turn two times in a row.   To do this, we add a single role to the structure. 

I   carries a signal which indicates whether Y's message was blocked last time 

around.   If so, X's message, if any, is destroyed this time. 

The resulting recurrence system illustrates a phenomenon that does not 

occur in System 1.   For a certain set of input probabilities (a=ß = l,i.e., 

X and Y both always try 'o send messages) the solution for the probability that the 

buffer has a message in it turns out to be periodic.   In this case, the answer 

obtained by solving the recurrence relation for h under the assumption that   h. 

converges for sufficiently lar^e i   (i.e. , that for any   e > 0   there exists an   n such 

that   h - h   < e)   yields the average value for h.   A complete discussion of 
n+ 1        n 

periodic solutions is beyond the scope of this paper.    Refer to the accompanying 

paper by Michael Karr. 

In S/stem 3 (Figure 5) we make a minor alteration to System 2.   Instead of 

simply destroying X's message in case I indicates that Y was blocked last time 

around, we provide one more role to act as a buffer for X, analogous to how H acts 

for Y.   Thus X will lose messages only if X tries to send a message when his buffer 

already has a message in it. 

This net is Interesting because it appears to be symmetric in respect to X 

and Y, yet an Inspection of the boolean equations shows that they are not.   This 

models our communication discipline, which started off favoring X and still does. 

Thus it turns out from the solution to the system of recurrence relations, that X 

has higher priority than Y except for the case where X attempts to send a message 

every time around.   The solution Involves invoking step four of the method, which 

was not required for System 1 or System 2. 
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11. 

RELATIONSHIP   TO   MARKOV  CHAINS 

It 15 also possible to generate a stochastic matrix from the role-activity 

nets we have discussed.   This permits the application of Markov chain theory to 

the analysis of the behavior of these nets. 

To generate the stochastic matrix, it Is first necessary to calculate the 

number of states in the Markov process.   This is simply   2     where   n   equals the 

number of roles in the net.   In other word..;, each state in the Markov process is 

one particular set of values for all the boolean variables in the system. 

The stochastic matrix can be calculated by considering for each state, 

the transition probabilities to every state.   The boolean equations for the role- 

activity net enable us to calculate these transition probabilities.   This Is so 

because a particular state defines the value of every boolean variable; thus we 

can calculate the next value for each boolean variable, to within the Influence of 

inputs whose probabilities are assumed fixed and independent.   We can then 

calculate the transition probabilities themselves. 

•■ 

This method tends to produce large stochastic matrices even for small 

problems.   It is frequently possible to then simplify these matrices.   However, 

the approach we have taken, that Is the generation of recurrence relations, is a 

faster route to useful calculations for the nets we have examined.   Recurrence 

relations also are better suited to the semantic intentions of the net models, 

some of which we discuss next.   The same mathematical results may be obtained 

by either method. 

.^^^^^^ 
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12. 

MULTICLOCK   SYSTEMS 

The boolean equations (or a iole-actlvity net, by virtue of the sub- 

scripting convention discussed previously, enable us to view the net as an   n 

clock system, where   n   is equal to the number of activities in the net.   In fact, 

we can think of a clock associated with each activity, which counts up each time 

that activity takes place.   The subscript on a variable then reflects the number of 

times the activity which defines the value forthat variable has taken place. 

The calculations described earlier then have a simple interpretation. 

For any single variable the probability is equal to the percentage of clock ticks 

(on the clock associated v/ith that variable's defining activity) for which the 

variable had value T   .   Equivalently, the Inverse of the probability is the mean 

number of clock ticks between two occurrences of the value T  (referred to as the 

mean recurrence time). 

Step 4 of the method and System 3 (Figure 5) suggest that we can perform 

calculations on joint occurrences of several variables, or indeed on Joint occurrences 

of several different subscript values for the same variable.   Thus in System 3, we 

calculate the probability    Pr [H   n J } , which turns out to be zero for all values of 

i .   This means that H and J are never both equal to 1 for the same value of   i   on 

their clocks.   We could also calculate    Pr [H n H }    which turns out to be 

H # , or indeed    Pr {H     9 n H  ]    which Is in general not j6 .   This does not mean 

that there is some 'system state' where   H     .   and   H    both occur.   It does 

Indicate the probability that   H   will be true at local time   1   and   local time   i+2  . 
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13. 

Figure 1 

n-©-c] 

Role-ocllvlty net nnd Marked Graph, related by mapping with marking clar- 

for the Marked C raph corresponding to Initial marking of Role-actlvlty net a; 

reflected In Boolean Equation system (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 2 

D-0-C] 

O- 

Role-activity net and Petri net Fragment related by mappiny with marking for 

the Petri net corresponding to initial marking of Role-activity net; as reflected 

In Boolean Equation system (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 

System 1 

15. 

D-©-^D 

X —■ O0 

B. = Xl 

C =r Bl 

Gl - Bl 

Y = »0 

E ■ Ho UY, 

P. -; El 
n G 

Hl = E) 
nGi 

Z - cl UP, 

HJ-EJOGJ   =   (HQUY^OXJ   -   (H0Uß0)na0 

Pr (Kj] =Pr f(H0ußö) na0}   =   Pr {(H0 ra0) U (a0 n50) } 

= Pr{Hona0)   +   Pr{aonß0)    -   Pr {H0 0 a() n 30} 

= Pr{a0}   'Pr[U0]   +   Pr {a0}   • Pr {ß0)    -   Pr (H0}   • Pr {a0} 

Now let    hj a Pr {H^   ,   a = Pr {a^   ,   ß = Pr {ß^     for all     1 > ff 

We can then write the affine recurrence relation: 

h-+ j-h. a + aß-h. ap 

which hes the cyclic solution of period 1 (s.cady state) 

Pr {ß0) 

h = aß 
1 - a + a ß 

except for { fi _v}      when    h = h. 

Ä^>^>:;:^^^ 
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Figure 4 

System 2 

a, 

D-0- [c 
x\ 

^MJ 

B. 

C
1   " 

«1   " 

i ü 

p o 

H0ÜY1 

Ej nGj 

E1 nG1 

C1UF1 

Hi = Ei n Gi = (Ho u Yi) n (Bi n no) (Note   I s H) 

= B1nH0nß0 = a0ne0nK0 

Pr [HJ   = Pr (an n Pn OHJ  = Pr (aj ' Pr [eJ • Pr (Hj 
1 l0     K0 

Now let    h.-PrCH.]  , a = Pr {a^   , ß a Pr (eJ     for all   i > ^ 

Then: 

h1+1 = a ß - a ßhj 

thus the cyclic solution of period 1 is 

h = ft fi 
1+a ß 

a= 1 except for    [        . }     when   h   is periodic with period 2. 
ß — 1 ß 

I.e.,    hn= (-l)n (h0 - x/2) + 1/2 
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xl ■ Oo 
Bl ■ r0 ux, 

c
1 ■ 

BinIo 

Gl ■ Bi nro 

'l ■ Bi nIo 

Yl ■ eo 
El ■ HonYi 

Fl ■ EJOGJ 

Hl - E.nG, 

h ■ El  " Gl 

(Note   I ■ H) 

Pr (Hj) = Pr [H0 H ß0 n J0 U H0 n a0 n ß0} 

= Pr {ß0} • Pr [H0 n J0}   +   Pr {a0] • Pr (ß0] • Pr {H03 

-Pr {a0}' Pr{ß0} Pr {H0 H JQ}   . 

Let  h   = Pr {H }     etc.    Then 

h1 = ß • Pr [H0 n J0)   +   a ß • (1 - h0) - a ß . Pr {H0 n J0] 

HJOIJ- (Ej nGj) ni0 = B1 nHjj-jj 
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Ji = Binio = (xiuVnHo ■ xinHoUHonjo 

Ji = a hi+ Pr f Ho n V 

Hj njj = (Ej nGj) n (Bj ni0) =jef 

•'• ,l+l==ahi    hi+l
=  ßij + aß -aß hj-aßjj 

10. 

Hence there is a cyclic solution of period 1 

aß  . r r K      1 h = 
a2ß + 1 

except for     ( j }       when   h   has period = 2 
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1. 

Preface 

This paper was presented at 3 meeting sponsored jointly by 

Gesellschaft fur Informatik and Gesellschaft für Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung 

and held at Schloss Birlinghoven, West Germany, June 26 through June 28,  1974. 

The paper is a companion piece to another paper pr3sented by 

Dr. Anatol Holt at the same meeting.   Reference is made to that paper (1) for 

motivational background and a description of the formalism underlying this work. 



11. 

^bstrnct 

This paper describes a new method for modeling systems, based 

on a formalism developed by the Information Systems Theory Project.   The 

method is adequate for the modeling of systems which involve concurrency 

and choice in a cyclic context.   It permits mechanized c nstruction procedures, 

has a semantic basis and promises to lend itself to mathematical analysis. 

ISTP is e project under the direction of A.W. Holt at Massachusetts Computer 

Associates, Inc. 

■> 
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Introduction. 

My interest in system modeling with net structures grew out of some 

practical problems I was engaged in 12 years ago.   At that time I was developing 

some techniques for code optimization as part of a compiler-generator system. 

I needed a representational form adequate for modeling algorithms written in 

conventional prooramming languages.   This representation would have to be able 

to model cyclic structures with branches and merges, corresponding to the loops 

and decision structure of conventional algorithms.   Furthermore, in order to be 

truly useful, the representation would have to facilitate the application of 

analytical techniques that yielded interesting results vis-a-vis the system being 

modeled; in particular, analytical techniques for code optimization. 

The introduction of computer systems with increasing capability for 

various modes of concurrent operation enhanced general interest in this area. 

My work along these lines resulted in the development of a technique for 

translating conventional algorithms into Petri Nets.   The translation technique (2) 

produced a version of the algorithm in which most of the accidental sequencing 

constraints introduced by the programming language were removed.   As a by- 

product some conventional optimization problems, such as the recognition of 

common subexpressions and loop invariants, became much easier to solve (3). 

However, once the Petri Net representation was constructed, there was 

not much that could be done with it other than simulation.    (See reference (4) for 

an example of optimization .ia simulation.)   In other words, in general, Petri Nets 

do not guarantee that useful analytical techniques can be applied to them. 





?: 3. 

The Formalism 

Our work of the past few years has led to a new class of structures: 

T-nets (1).   These structures have a number of interesting features, including: 

(a) they are suitable for representing both concurrency and 

choice in a cyclic context; 

(b) they are highly regular; 

(c) they decompose into a number of semantically interesting 

components; 

(d) in spite of the fact that they can represent choice, they 

have a Marked Graph aspect. 

Thus, they are adequate for modeling interesting system?, permit 

mechanized construction procedures, have a semantic basis, and promise to 

lend themselves to calculational techniques. 

I will briefly revie-v some aspects of the formalism pertinent to what is 

to follow.   For a general discussion of the formalism, refer to the paper by 

Anatol Holt (1).   For a complete mathematical description of the formal apparatus, 

await further publications .   For a brief review of Petri Nets, Marked Graphs 

and State Machines, refer to Appendix I (5). 



4. 

Referring to Figure 1 , the structures are composed of: 

(1) states, represented by circles; 

(2) events, represented by boxes (or bars); 

(3) arrows, which connect states and events. 

Both states and events have two input arrows and two output arrows 

(in an incomplete structure some of these arrows may be missing).   The arrows 

are of two types, hollow and solid.    (Petri Nets have only one arrow type.) 

In all cases, the two input orrows must be of alternate type and similarly with 

the output arrows.   There are six pathways, definable in terms of arrow patterns 

across states and events.   In a finite complete T-net, the formalism guarantees 

a number of properties for these pathways.   Here we mention only a few: 

(1) Every path forms a simple cycle 

(2) The T-net is uniquely partitioned by each of six component 

types made up out of the six path types in the following way: 

(a) M    , state component, consisting of all mode 
o 

paths that meet at states    (See Figure la) 

(b) M     , value component, consisting of all mode 

paths that meet at events 

(c) R    , Item domain component, consisting of all ray 

paths that meet at states 
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(d) R     , effect component, consisting of all ray 

paths that meet at events 

(e) E     , transform component, consisting of ell 
o 

slot paths that meet at states 

(f) T.    , transfer component, consisting of all slot 
D 

paths that meet at events. 

In the examples presented in this paper, we focus on three of these 

component types:   state components, item domain components and transfer 

components.   In terms of the semantic basis, a state component corresponds 

to a role or part performed by some player, or alternatively, as a part in some 

machine.   A state component can be thought of as a state machine which does 

one thing at a time, with alternate possibilities represented by branching and 

merging at states.   In terms of markings, a state component   Mo   always has 

exactly one token on one arc in   M     at all times.    (In Petri Nets, tokens are 

usually placed on states rather than arcs.)   An item domain component can be 

thought of as a format or domain for a class of items .   A token within a 

particular item domain represents a record or item of that class.   An item domain 

can have tokens on various arcs concurrently.   A transfer component corresponds 

to an interchange of items between parts. 

■L^ VV   .^V   ^V   .^  -v.     ^.•—^^^ 
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^ Introduction to tho Model 

I am going to present a modeling example which utilizes T-nets. 
f 
[ This model is a work-piece.   In our work, it has been useful as a demonstration 

..>■ 0f how aspects of the formalism relate to problem semantics.   In particular, this 

\   ■'■* model conveys an idea of the semantic content and interrelationships between 

L.^., , state components, item domain components and transfer components. 

■   .  * 

The model is necessarily simple to permit detailed inspection of the 

structures involved.   Nevertheless, the elements necessary for modeling complex 
4 

■ systems am all exhibited.   I will describe the model in terms of the flow of 

t Items over a forking and merging track system.   It is our view that this is, in 
s 

fact, a general semantic framework for describing and analyzing systems. 

h 

\ It is not the intent of this paper to convey enough information to the 

reader to allow him or her to immediately use the representational techniques or 
3 

to see in complete detail how the model is based on the formalism.   Forthcoming 

| publications will make this possible.   Instead, I will only attempt to make 

plausible the semantic connections between the model and the underlying formalism. 

The focal point of the model is the connection between information flow 

and synchronization.   In the framework mentioned above, the flow of items over 

a forking and merging track structure, it will be shown that directional information 

which affects item flow is itself represented as item flow.   Thus items will 

sometimes function as information which affects the flow of other items.   Hence 

the structures will exhibit the effect of information on flow and provide a context 

for asking questions of the following type:   What information is critical so that 

an item can flow from one point in the structure to another point; phrased in 

terms of system Input, which inputs can conceivably effect the flow of particular 

items over part or all of the structure? 

£^:^:^:>o^>:^^ 
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A Notation for the Model 

In the last month, a MrfW level notation has been devised which 

permits more rapid construction of T-nets.   It is this notation which I will use 

to illustrate system modeling.   The notation should be regarded as a step in the 

process of developing higher level descriptive forms which can be mapped onto 

T-nets.   Further steps must be taken in order to permit economical description 

of complex systems. 

The model will be constructed out of units which we refer to as Quine 

transfers.   These were originally employed in net structures by C.A. Petrl. 

A Quine transfer is  a particular kind of transfer component in the underlying 

formalism.   Referring to Figure 2, such a transfer can be represented as a box 

with one side thicker than the others.   There are four agents (state components) 

involved in this transfer.   They are representeo as four directed lines which 

touch the four corners of the box.   The transfer, when it occurs, causes the 

four agents to exchange items in a certain way.   The two agents labeled E and W, 

the ones touching the box on the side opposite the thick edge, determine which of 

two possible exchanges take place: 

(1) N   and   E   exchange,   S   and   W   exchange; i.e 

along edges 

exchang. 

(2)   N and W exchange, S and E exchange; i.e 

across 

exchange 

A part brings to a transfer one of two possible item types. In a Quine transfer, 

E and W as a pair are constrained to bring to the transfer the same item type, 

representing exactly two of the four possibilities.   Thus,E   and  W   can be 
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thought of as a dual representation of directional information, In much the same 

sense as a traffic signal for a switch says which way to go (green) and which 

way not to go (red). 

N   and   W   are unconstrained and thus bring to the transfer four possible 

patterns.   If we assign to the two possible item types the designations 0 and 1, 

E/W with a 1 will designate possibility 1 (N   and   E   exchange,   S   and   W 

exchange).   E/W  with a   0   will designate the other possibility. 

It is easy to see that   N   and   S   each e"d up with the item type brought 

to the transfer by the E/W pair.   Hence, for N   and   S , the result is simply a 

function of E/W; namely, the identity function.   On the other hand, we may 

write the result for  E   and   W   in the following way: 

E' =EAN    v    EAS 

W,=WAS    v   WAN 
E s W 

Thus, E' and W are functions of the original E/W item type and the   N   item 

type and the   S   item type.   Please notice that if we constrain   S   to have the 

item type designated by 0, then E' = EAN , and the transfer can be viewed as 

performing a logical function, wj^h one argument represented by the E/W pair 

and the other by N, with   S   fixed at 0 .   This type of constraint thus permits 

the Quine transfer to be used to represent the performance of various logical 

functions, and also to be used to accomplish fanout.   We will refer to such a 

constraint as enlogical, and use the expression enlogy to designate a value 

so constrained.    (The word enlogy and its use are due to C.A. Petri.) 

ZÜtäX^^ 





12. 

The representation of the concepts of concurrency and choice is a 

centrol concern in the development of a mathematical basis for system description. 

As I have already stated, these concepts can be thought of In a concrete physical 

context:   the motion of items over a set of tracks which fork and merge. 

The exercise of choice corresponds to directing the flow down one 

branch of a fork.   Concurrency is exhibited in the flow of items over different 

sections of the track at the same time.   The ideas developed in the "Representation 

of Algorithms"  (2) were based on these images.   I am now going to discuss a 

model using the Quine transfer as a building block, represented in the manner T 

have just described. 

•  i_"\i  !_'■  L."*   L-^ \J"a  .J* 
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A Simple Mode    )f Vehicular Tlow 

Reforrincj to Figure 3, we see on the upper left a section of some larger 

structure which depicts the flow of items which represent waves of possible car 

arrivals in a forking and merging track network.   In this section, vehicle flow 

forks and then merges.   On the right, this section of the structure is fleshed 

out in more detail, showing the use of items as signals which control the 

direction of traffic flow.   The flow of directional information is depicted by the 

line made up of dashes .   Thus, the directional information is fir: t used to 

determine which way traffic will flow at the fork; i.e. , which branch will be 

taken.   The same directional information is then used to determine ^rom which 

branch into the merge a vehicle      .1 come.   The directional information flows 

in the "reverse" direction to traffic flow and functions both as a method of 

controlling the direction of traffic 'low, as well as synchronization of traffic 

flow; i.e., the establishment of the necessary preconditions for vehicles to 

pass a fork or a mergi.    (In reference (l), Ihe example about traders and agents 

refers to these backflow entities as permissions.) 

The dotted continuation of the track structure permits us to view this 

structure in terms of the four part Quine transfer previously discussed.   The top 

dotted path into the fork will be guaranteed to never have a car on it (enlogy) . 

The bottom dotted path of the merge will also be guaranteed to never have a car 

on it.   A semantic interpretation for a failure of this guarantee might be derailment; 

I.e., an Inconsistency between directional information and where the approaching 

car is coming from, in the same sense as a train approaching an open switch. 

> •-" '-/'-• • -« • . V. • J. •-.. ^-> '-.^. ^-^ ■-.s--. ■-/*■> »V .> ■> ■> ^ > .•> .> .% .^ .'■ .V -N ..N .\ ■•. ■> .- .N -•> .S >V.V.S A -\ A .VVVA'A ■■VVV\V--'WV-,-V« O A 
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15. 

The lower half of Figure 3 depicts the track model represented in 

terms of Quine transfers.   The five types of lines encode aspects of information 

flow that are deducible from the underlying formalism.   They are employed here 

for pictoral clarity and are not part of the higher level notation. 

The Quine transfer representation introduces some new synchronization 

features.   Possible car arrivals and directional signaling are coordinated so that 

new directional information cannot be provided until the last directional information 

has been utilized at both the fork and the merge.   This has the further consequence 

of guaranteeing there is no vehicle in the sections of traffic between the fork and 

the merge when another vehicle crosses the branch.    (Recall that a part always 

has exactly one token on it.) 

The box in the upper right hand corner of this structure is a Quine transfer 

that corresponds to the fork in the original track structure.   The box in the lower 

right hand corner corresponds to the merge in the original track structure.   The 

box in the lower left hand corner is the entry point for directional information and 

the box in the upper left hand corner is the exit point for this directional information. 

The box on the far right is a Quine transfer used to transmit directional information 

from part to part and is needed in order to permit the representation of track 

structures composed of a number of fork-merge substructures without imposing 

unintended restrictions on the relative locations of cars over the structure.    If 

this transfer were omitted, the structure would not be a suitable building block 

for composing larger structures:   such structures would be constrained to have 

only one vehicle, contrary to our semantic intentions. 

tätä^S^^ 
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The flow of dircctloncil Informntlon can be traced by following the 

dashed lines through the structure.   Possible vehicle flow comes into the structure 

on the solid line entering the upper right transfer; it leaves the structure on the 

solid line out of the bottom right transfer.   The two alternate tracks for vehicles 

within the structure are depicted by lino ( ..._..._) or lino ( • • ). 

Lines which are guaranteed to have enlogy are depicted by ( )  . 

In this structure some uf the parts are complete and others are incomplete 

and determine the manner in which this substructure connects with similar sub- 

structuret; above and below.   To trace a complete part, we can start on cither 

one of the enlogy lines running from the upper left transfer to the lower left 

transfer.   At each transfer go out on the line that touches the same corner you 

came in on.   Thus, we can trace a closed simple circuit in which a single part 

participates in a fixed sequence of transfers; namely,  (1) lower left, (2) upper 

right,  (3) lower right and (4) upper left.   In terms of part activities, the part (1) 

exchanges enlogy for directional information,  (2) exchanges directional information 

for a possible car arrival,  (3) exchanges a possible car arrival for directional 

information and (4) exchanges directional information for enlogy. 

Two parts play this role in the structure.   A third part (the solid line 

entering the structure) (1) exchanges a possible car arrival for directional 

information, (2) exchanges directional information for enlogy,  (3) (in the structure 

above, not depicted but analogous to this structure at the bottom right) exchanges 

enlogy for directional information and (4) exchanges directional informati      for 

a possible car arrival.   A fourth part (the enlogy line entering the upper right 

transfer) (1) exchanges enlogy for directional information, (2) exchanges directional 

Information for enlogy,  (3) exchanges enlogy for directional information and (4) 

exchanges directional information for ei.iogy.   To complete the description, there 

Is a fifth and a sixth part which bring directional information into the structure 

and take used directional information out of the structure. 

^;^:::::>.:;-:^^:v^^ 
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To pormil the directional informcition to change« the underlying formal 

structure would be incomplete for thece two parts. All the other parts can be 

complete and r;uch a structure is exhibited In Tigure 4.     (Note '.hat the lines 

( ) i { ) and ( — • • ) in the upper segment are not 

information equivalent to the analogous lines in the lower sogment, whereas 

( ) and ( ) are.   The directional information for each segment 

is Independent!   The line encodement is not part of ehe notation, and is only 

suggestive of the information flow analysis in the underlying structure! 
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h^ 

On the other hand, what E and W end up with Is a function of both what 

the E/W pair brought to the transfer as well as what N and S bring to the transfer. 

The lines represented by (...-..._ ) and (  .-.— .) are functions of the 

directional information and whether a vehicle arrived or failed to arrive during 

this signaling sequence.    After the bottom right transfer, because of the fact 

that the same control information is being used, we can depict tho lines leaving 

the merge transfer in the same manner as the ones entering the fork transfer. 

Figure 8 depicts the underlying T-net structure of the fork transfer followed by 

the merge transfer, focusing on the rays that define the item domain for a car; 

i.e., track paths rather than the parts or the flow of directional items.    (Refer 

to the discussion of components in the section on the formalism.   The reader is 

reminded that he or she cannot see exactly how Figure 8 is arrived at from the 

track structure.   Later in this paper the underlying structure of the Quine transfer 

is discovered.   With that knowledge, it is possible to reconstruct Figure 8, to 

within certain symmetric arrangements which all work in the context of the simple 

semantics dealt with in the model under discussion.)    Figure 9 shows a logical 

calculation, based on the Quine transfer logic, which proves that "what goes 

in, must come out" for this substructure.   In other words, the directional 

information that determines the switching can have no bearing (in this case) on 

whether a car (item) arriving at the fork is guaranteed to be on the track after the 

merge.    (If either or both of the track sections between the fork and merge also 

permitted branching and not all these branches merged before the main merge, 

the formalism would guarantee a difference betv/een the information content at the 

'.'before branch point" and "after merge point" . 

In the underlying formal structure there is a single item domain for cars 

over the whole structure.   The presence of one or more cars is represented by 

tokens on one or more arcs of this structure.   Enlogical constraints guarantee that 

parts of tho car item domain never have tokens on them.   In Figure 8, the 

bottom left illustration depicts tho car item domain in a forked-merged section 

of track. 
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There is another item domain which permits the calcuiation of the 

spacing between cars.   The number of car lengths betv/een two cars is represented 

by an equal number of tokens in this structure.   Because the semantics of the 

model are simple, we have not provided for cars changing relative position,  so 

that this token count is guaranteed constant. 

Directional information flow in the underlying structure is represented 

by two pairs of item domains.   One pair corresponds to a green signal, and the 

other to a red signal. 

One important modeling possibility is not exhibited in the example.   This 

case involves the flow of directional information being controlled by other 

information.   For instance, we have made no use of car position in determining 

the switch settings.   The formalism and higher level notation handle this case, 

but the models are more complex, partly because directional information must 

always be dually represented (the Quine transfer requires the E/W pair to hold 

the same item type). 

- ^- *'J ^- ' 
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Figure 10 
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Figure 13 
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The Marked Graph Ar.pect 

Earlier In thi.s paper I stated that T-nets had a marked graph aspect. 

Though a complete exposition of this topic is beyond the scope of this paper, 

It is still possible to illustrate the basic idea with Ihe help of the T-net 

representation of the Ouine transfer. 

In T-nets, the tokens in the underlying formalism lie not on states but, 

rather, on arcs between states and events (also, between events and states). 

In a Petri Net, events fire (occur) and in so doing transport tokens from input 

states to output states.   In T-nets, botli states and events can be thought of 

as firing, moving tokens from input arcs to output arcs.   If two types of tokens 

are introdr.ced; e.g., red and white, we can now crudely state a firing rule for 

these structures. 

For an event firing:       white tokens on both input arcs is a white 

firing.   Both tokens are moved from input arcs to output arcs.   Red tokens 

on both input arcs is a red firing.   Both tokens are once again moved from 

input arcs to output arcs.   One red token and one v/hite token corresponds to 

system death (not live) in an ordinary PeLri Net. 

For a state firing:     white tokens on both input arcs is a white firing, 

as in an event.   Red tokens on both input arcs corresponds to a collision (not safe) 

in an ordinary Petri Net.   One red and one white token corresponds to a choice 

situation in a Petri Net, the choice being which output arc gets the red token. 

There is a conflict when the transfer component for wh'ch it is an 

input state has more than one possible outcome for the same input marking.     IN 

A QUINE TRANSFER, THERE IS ONLY ONE POSSIBLE OUTCOME MARKING.    Incomplete 

transfer components are the only ones in which a conflict exists.   Such components 

represent a boundary of the system. 
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T-nets, v^ith their regular structure, guarantee this marked graph 

aspect.   In other words, a proper T-nct model will be live and safe as a two- 

color marked graph with the above firing rule.   If the color distinction Is washed 

out and both events and states are thought of as marked graph events, the 

structure can then be thought of and analyzed using all the existing marked 

graph techniques.   These will, of course, not answer questions which arc 

color dependent, i.e., those aspects of the net that are choice dependent. 

For such questions, information flow analysis in the spirit of the vehicular 

flow model must be further developed . 

The interested reader may mark up the Quine transfer with red and 

white tokens (using a red token to correspond to a token in the original net, 

and white tokens on all other arcs into the input states. 

Thus, every input state will have tokens on both its input arcs; those 

states that had a token in the original net will have one red token and one 

white token, those input states with no tokens originally, will have two white 

tokens.   For every one of the legitimate initial markings of the transfer, there 

will be one and only one firing pattern across the states, and then the events 

in the transfer. 

In the formalism, in terms of components, the two color representation 

has some obvious consequences.   Here, I mention only one: 

A state component, M , has exactly n tokens at all times, where n 

is equal to the number of mode paths in M . One of these tokens is red, the 

rest are white. 

fec^i^i*^;^ 
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37. 

Appendix One 

Petri Nets, Marked Graphs and State Machines 

A Petri Net consists of states, which are represented by circles; 

events, which are presented b-' bars; and arrows, which connect the states 

and events with the following meanings: 

EVERY OCCURRENCE OF EVENT E 

ENDS ONE HOLDING OF STATE S 

EVERY OCCURRENCE OF EVENT E 

BEGINS ONE HOLDING OF STATE S 

LV V \» W VvV V V 'JV-V 'J'J* V."".« V " V ' «" < \ä" • ' • "J-'JI '■.>^*1'J^',, _»>>"• ."•„."•>"« »'•»", »> »> ."»»> »> ."» .> «> k.> k'" .'• .>'.■"» .N  •. v V V "." ^' -J 
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If, in a Pctri Net, we wish to represent a holding of a state   S , 

we place a token on the corresponding state.   The function which specifies 

the number of tokens on each state in a Petri Net is called the marking of 

the net. 

no HOLDINGS OF S 

ONE HOLDING OF S 

TWO HOLDINGS OF S 

tetititt^^^^ v.-v-; 
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If every state which is input to an event has at least one holding, 

thei an occurrence of that event can take place.   This occurrence ends a 

ce tain set of holdings and begins a certain set of holdings.   The occurrence 

of an event is represented in the Petri Net by removing one token from each of 

the states which point to the event and then adding one token to each of the 

states to which the event points. 

becomes 

^v£^;i£v-Cvv'^V^V.\^ 
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Petri Nets which satisfy certain constraints have been examined 

extensively and considerable mathematics developed for them.   The following 

four constraints are particularly important in this context.   A Petrl Net which 

satisfies 1 and 3 is called a marked graph.   A Petri Net which satisfies 2 and 4 

is called a state machine graph. 

excludes O 

2: excludes 
u- 

3: excludes O X 

4: excludes 
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Following the moaning we have given to the structure 

we see that 

permits the occurrence of either event E    or event E   , but not both, 

Thus the structure 

In a Petri net represents a choice between two conflicting events. 
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Following the meanings we have given we see 

permits the occurrence of event   E   only when there are holdings of both 

Sj   and   S     concurrently.   Ciiadely stated, marked graphs allow concurrency 

but no conflict; state machines allow conflict but no concurrency. 

," V.V "." V W V V'-" Vv'"" V V V V V "vO'vO'^^i.' V^ ■ V " ■'.•'"J--^ •'>V>j""v •*" •'■,v *v 0"''" •N'j''vj'^"'*' '^'.■''.'•"•■•'A' • ■ ■  .- '/"W] 
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Using the shorthand conventions mentioned previously, every stole In 

a marked graph may be represented by an arrow; every event In a state machine 

gr<- ph may be represented as an arrow. 

These special types of Petri Nets are illustrated in the following table; 

Is it a marked graph? 

Is it a 

state 

machine 

graph? 

r~- 

y 
e 
s 

N 
o 

Yes 

.^O "^y 

No 

1 X 

\ / 

^ 
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The marking or set of holdings change by the occurrence of events. 

Following the rules we have previously stated, all four of theso Petri Nets 

have a new marking after the occurrence of the events marked X ,   Thus: 

p 
■% 

s 

\ 

*0~~\ 
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If   M   is a marking of a Potrl Net and there exists -. nonempty sequence 

of event occurrences possible starting at   M , which results in another marking 

M' , we say that   M   leads to   M'  .   ivf  designate- the set of all markings 

that   M   loads to.   M   designates the set of all markings that lead to   M 

M    is the union of   M   and   M    is called the marking class of   M  . 

A marking   M   of a net is said to be live if, for any event e , there 

exists at least one sequence of event occurrences starting at   M   or any marking 

in   M , that includes   e .   This implies that if a marking is live, every event 

in the net can occur indefinitely many times. 

A marking   M   is said to be safe if both   M   and every marking in   Wl 

places at most one token on any state. 

If a marked graph or state machine graph is strongly connected; i.e. , 

there exists a directed path from any vertex to any vertex, then it has a live, 

safe marking class; a strongly connected state machine has only one live and 

safe marking class; any marking which places only one token on the net is a 

member of this class.   A marked graph may have several marking classes.   There 

exist procedures for enumerating and finding live, safe markings for a strongly 

connected graph. 

In any marked graph, the number of tokens on any circuit can never be 

changed by event occurrences.   This is so because any circuit must enter any 

vertex in the graph the same number of times that it exits from it.   On the other 

hand, a vertex firing; i.e., event occurrence, takes one token from every 

entering arc and puts one token on every outgoing arc. 

£^iv:iv;i.^^vlvLÄvv^\^s^ 
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